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Dr. Kason will be discussing how
near-death and other extraordinary
experiences can change
ordinary lives.
Wednesday, November 2 at noon
Paul Martin Centre
Free admission and refreshments.

wi.l student publications

Two Laurier
students charged

THIS ISSUE
Welcome to yet another Cord cover layout. We
have decided on consistent change. Wrap your
head around that one. This week offers some real-

ly good stories, both controversial and lighthumoured. The paper may be a little smaller this
week, but hey, what is it they say about small packages....stay tuned and we hope you enjoy.

news

INGRID NIELSEN
Core News
Two male Laurier students have

Okay, yon people down the
hall at Students' Union,
what the hell is going on?
Mark Heasely brings you an
up to the minute commentary on the latest person in the Union to be
recallcd.Check out the great Torque room story
by Roxanne on this page. Well written. Could this
mean the end of Rib'o'pork?

lx_'en

charged with sexual assault

with a weapon, forcible confinement, and gang sexual assault.

The

alleged

incident

<xcurred in Waterlcx) on October
14, at a house party on Carter
Avenue.
The complainant told police
that she had Ix'en in one of the
lxjdrcx>ms kissing a male, when
a second male entered the rcx>m.

At this point, the two males
allegedly physically and sexually
abused the complainant.
The time of the alleged incident was between 3:ooam and
9:ooam, according to police
reports.

opinion |
Holy load of letters this
week. It was just great!
However, they didn't all get
in, so if you submitted one
and don't see it in print,
please be patient. We are printing as much as we
Gin. Don't forget to check out the View this week.
Good ol' Hick delivers some fun when we need it.

feature
First of all, Laser Quest is
amazing. Check out Greg's
article on the fine art of firepower for the century to
come. Awesome stress
reliever. Scott Stinson brings you a great snapshot
of the Bouckaert Boogie. So what is it, boxers or
briefs? The public wants to know. Popovich brings
other pertinent games this week; the chinking
games. Play smart, folks.

sports
The flashy dashy Hawks
bent Windsor. That's great
guys, but please, please conquer this weekend. Look
out horse breath, the
Hawks are looking for a rematch. Great coverage
of Womcns' basketball this week. Also, a good
article from Pete on OUAA hockey '94/95.

entertainment
Go Watchmen, go. A great
photo by Keli Watson will
lead you there (we tried not
to cover it up this time, oh
photo guru). Speaking of
we
photos,
proudly
display another Dave
great
Scott original. Check out the Gurus this week as
they take you to the Shoe. Great fun-king article,
guys. Dynamic Duo mushed pumpkin?
-

two cents worth
Well, 1 don't think it's worth
that much, but anyway...
Printers suck. Take that
computer gods. Paul is still
moving along, but not nearly as perky as when this night began. We will get
this production schedule worked out. Uh-huh, we
will I tell you... Hope you enjoy it this week.
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In April Of '95 the meatloaf is reheated for
the last time in the Torque Room
ROXANNE COPPENS
Cord News

An agreement Ixjtween

Wilfrid Laurier University
and the Students' Union has been proposed
which details the closing of the Torque Rcxjm in
exchange for similar f(xx! alternatives in a new
fcxxl court and in Wilfs.
This agreement has not yet been officially
signed, but is exacted to be finalized this week.
The following developments are subject to
change if the agreement is not signed or any last
minute changes are made to the agreement.
Once the Torque Room closes, in April of
1995, and the construction of the new Students'
Union Building is underway, the first (lcx)r of the
Students' Union Building will have three new
fcxxl service areas which will be am like a mall's
fcxxl court, seating close to 200 people.
A survey will be distributed to Laurier students in early November to determine what type
of restaurants students want to have in the fcxxl
court.

At no point in time will the Dining Hall be
the only fcxxl service available for First Year meal
card users as the Torque Rcx>m will not be shut
down until the cafeteria in the new Science
Building opens.
This cafeteria will be operated by Robin's
Donuts and provide seating for 150. In addition
to donuts and coffee, the cafeteria will serve a
variety of sandwiches, soups, subs and salads,
which will be available to meal card users and
other students as well.
The new fcxxl court in the Students' Union
Building will also accept purchases with meal
cards or cash. Once it re-opens, Wilfs will be
allowing payment by meal cards as well. To
ensure that students aren't starving by midOctober, liquor purchases will not be |x;rmitted

on the cards.

Wilfs hours are expected to be extended
from the regular hours of 8:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. on
Saturdays, to 10:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. Sundays during the academic term Wilfs current hours of
5:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m., will be changed to 10:00
a.m. -11:00 p.m.

The University and the Students' Union are
hoping that Wilfs and the food court combined
will replace the variety of foods that the Torque
K(x>m provided.
Breakfast will not be served at Wilfs but
longer hours will Ik* Ixneficial to first year students who are used to spending cash for fcxxl on
the weekend when both the Torque Room and
the Dining Hall are closed.
Since the official agreement has not been
signed by the University and the Students' Union,
there have been no conclusions made about
what will happen to the Torque Room once it
closes. Whether that area will be the location of
the new food court or if the University has
another plan for the space has yet to be determined.
In tenns of management, Wilfs will be nin by
the Students' Union and the University will
have jurisdiction over the fcxxl court.
According to the proposed agreement, the
Students' Union will, prior to the opening of the
fcxxl court, Ix able to add input as to the selection of fcxxl concepts, menu and pricing issues,
and discuss issues and concerns related to the
fcxxl court.
Students, will have to wait to find out what
services will actually be in the food court.
Immediate concerns about this issue should Ix
directed to the Students' Union or written on the
upcoming fcxxl court survey to ensure that all
appetites are satisfied.

The report also states that
when the police arrived, the
complainant had visible injuries.
The University has since
issued a statement concerning
the alleged incident.
at
Administration
the
University has told the two who
are charged that they can "continue their studies on the condition that they demonstrate exemplary behaviour, they do not
consume alcohol, and they do
not enter licensed establishments
on campus."
The complete statement is
available on WLUinfo, Laurier's
computer on-line information
network.
Dean of Students, Fred
Nichols, says that he believes the
actions taken by the university
are fair.
"The University has done the
least and the most it can do
under the circumstances," says
Nichols. "The university wants to
be sure they do not take any
actions that prejudice a legal
action."
The Students' Union has also
issued a statement, which states,
"The Students' Union recognizes
the principle of criminal law that
presumes innocence until guilt is
proven in a court of law. In this
regard it is the concern of the
Students' Union that it act in an
objective and responsible manner and that the rights and wellbeing of the complainant, the
student body, and the two
are
students
observed."
One of the male's charged is
a member of the Students' Union
bar staff. He has since had his
shifts covered by other employees until the allegations have
been resolved.
The two charged have also
been suspended from varsity
athletics until the case has been
resolved. The two are members
ofthe men's hockey team.
"The only thing 1 could say,
until this matter is fully dealt
with, they (the accused) will not
be participating on the team,"
said Rich Newbrough, Director
of Athletics and Recreation. "The
decision was made by senior
administration."
When asked whether this
sort of decision had been made
before, Newbrough said, "there
have been incidents where the
coaches have suspended players, but I can't recall the
University ever doing this before.
Not in my 27 years at Laurier."
Charged are Corey Pageau,
23, Waterloo, and Kenneth
Ruddick, 22, Waterloo.
The pre-trial has been set for
October 31, where pleas will be
entered. The pre-trial is to take
place in the Kitchener Court.
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NEWS

Student interests
or student politics!

Board ofDirector member
Anish Makim faces being recalled
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News Commentary
Amidst an air of secrecy that makes
the Star Chamber look like a trcx>p
of" Girl Guides lost in the woods,
recall proceedings have been started against Students' Union Board of
Directors member, and Chair of the
Finance and Building Committee,
Anish Makim.
In a Board of Directors meeting
on the night of Tuesday October
25, three motions were quickly
brought Wore the Board.
The first motion was brought
forward by acting-President Scott
McCormick. It asked the Board to
request Makim to tender his resignation. The motion passed in a
secret ballot vote.

The Board asked. He refused.
The next motion called for the
Board to relieve Makim of his
duties as the Chair of the Finance
and Building Committee.

The only two Board members
op|x>sing this motion were Makim
himself, and Rob Hadley. The
motion passed. He was removed as
the Chair.
The final motion was whether
or not the Board should begin
recall proceedings to remove
Makim as a Director. Again this
was a secret ballot vote, and again
it passed.
Recall proceedings against
Makim have Ixigun.
These facts are clear enough,
but after that the issue gets as

murky as hell. The reasons why
this all happened were discussed by
the Board during an in camera session where no minutes are taken
and no one but the Board members, and people they see as being
immediately involved, are present.
"There will be no comments
made on that (the reasons why),"
said Director Chris Bradley.
In response to the motions that
passed, Makim issued the following
statement to the Cord: "There are
allegations against me based on
heresay, insinuation, and innuendo.
The Board has chosen to ask me to
offer my resignation based on no
concerte evidence. However,
respecting the Board's decision, I
would like the students of Laurier to
-

make their decision based on my
record."
Soon, the WLU student body
will be asked to vote in the referendum required in recall proceedings.
The question, as set down by
the Board, is: "Should Anish Makim
remain as a member of Wilfrid
Laurier University's Board of
Directors

Yes or No?"
Accountability is important, sure,
but there is no way that students
can make an informed, educated
—

decision with what information
there is available. Chair of the
Board of Directors Joel Lynn said
that, "It's under the discretion of the
Election Council to decide how to
disseminate information."
In accordance with policy, there

will he "Yes" and "No" sides for the

referendum organized to pass on
details to students, hut with the
most vital information under in
camera lock and key, it remains to
be seen just how much leeway
each side will lx; given.
These referendums aren't cheap,
either.
Bradley said that it would cost
the Students' Union (and ultimately
the students) "approximately three
to four thousand dollars."
Unless more details of what
were discussed in camera are made
public, Laurier constituents will be
shelling out their dollars to satisfy
the interests of student politics, and
not necessarily what's best for students.

Will cars of the future
be mass customized?
New
shows Laurier
action
computer software technology

LAWRENCE D. HAMMOND
Cord News

Dr. Hamad Noori, of Wilfrid Laurier's business faculty, is in the process of revolutionizing the way people will buy cars in the
future. Chrysler Canada is paying attention.
Enterprise Integration is a computer system which would link the consumer with

assembly plants and with manufacturing
plants to allow for mass customization of the
auto industry.
This means that the customer would place
a detailed order for a vehicle on the computer terminal at the dealership and that order
would be placed on a priority list at the
assembly plant.
At the same time, an order would be
placed to the manufacturing plants for the
necessary parts.
Manufacturers know exactly how much of
what product to produce, and consumers get
the exact car they want, very quickly.
"In this time and age, responsiveness is
very important. As a customer, you want to
have what you want today, and if it's not
available you simply move on." says Dr.
Noori, principle investigator.
"Instead o! building twenty thousand of
the same car, with this new system, the manufacturer would build my car, then your car,
then someone else's car, to our specifications,
with no extra costs involved," he said.
While custom orders to the plant are possible now, there is usually a long wait.
Chrysler is supporting the project and is
planning to try it out at its Bramlea plant,
which is the only plant producing the LH
series, "cab forward", cars. A prototype will
be ready in three years, and would be implemented soon after.
If the system works out, Enterprise
Integration could spread to the entire auto
industry.

innovation in

Enterprise Integration is a joint project
with the Manufacturing Research Corporation
of Ontario (MRCO), which assists universities
with practical research projects.
This is the first time that MRCO has
worked with a WLU project.
The project is being co-researched by the
University of Waterloo's department of
Computer Sciences and Wilfrid Laurier's business faculty.
"We are demonstrating that our faculty
have the capability of dealing with complex,
difficult issues of concern to big corporations," said Noori.

HENSL

MARION
PICTURE:
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SBE professor Dr. Noori heads Enterprise
Integration the future of car manufacturing.
-

Earn global degree overseas
MARK CLARKE
Cord News
Did you know that in Canada there are
more than 1500 graduate programs to chose
In the United Kingdom there are more
th.tri 6000, and in the United States the

search begins with moie than 2000 college*
and universities.
: Global Degrees specializes in helping
people find these international programs
and opportunities that would often otherwise go undiscovered.
Global Degrees is a new and unique
Canadian research sen-ice to provide information on programs and universities around
the world.
People come to us, looking to go back
to school but unsure of where their program is located. Vie do the research for
them and generate information on what
school to go to," says Vikki Saunders, part

owner ofthe company.
ft all began in 1992. Vikki Saunders and

jane White began to get frustrated by tradi-

tional methods of researching schools and
programs, so through the management faculty of McGili University they developed a
business plan and concept for Global
Degrees.
"It took one year to setup everything,
and we've now been researching for jxiople
just over a year," says Saunders.
White and Saunders created their service
to enable clients to find valuable and interesting educational options at home or
abroad, and to find these programs in time
to tneet application deadlines.
"The first part of this year wasn't as busy
as we anticipated, but in the last two
weeks alone we've received 40 new
clients," shared Saunders. "We've really got
high expectations for the second half of the
year."

For a low price that ranges'between
$60-150, clients have received information
about admission requirements, research
projects, tuition, program reputations,
international exchanges, co-op opportunities, and even received assistance with
applica lion pre xedures.
Global Degrees has enjoyed an excellent
response from mid-career changers, career
climbers, and Students looking to extend
'
.
their studies.
"We have received a lot of positive feedback from clients," says Saunders.
"We fee! that what we are doing is a
great concept and wonder why anyone else
has never done this."
For more information about Global
Degrees, contact Vikki Saunders or Jane
White at (416)535-3083■ Or write to:
126 Lennox Street,
Global Degrees
Toronto, OntarioM6G IJ6.
-
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Mach I meltdowns
continue...surprise

of e-mail addicts

WLU computers swamped by cornucopia
ROBERT GLOVER

The Develswitch acts a router to connect
the user to the requested system, which is
why most users are asked to select from several systems when they turn on a terminal.
But it the switch itself is not working, then
it's impossible to access any system.
According to Carl Langford of Computing
Services, the switch reported problems
Monday October 17th.
It was reset in an
attempt to cure the
problem, but this in
essence treated the

Cord News
Murphy linked among the frantic essay writers and desperate E-mail addicts in the computer lab on Tuesday of last week. When he
tried to get on the infomiation superhighway
(or infobahn if you prefer) he got stuck in a
traffic jam.
Recently, students
attempting to access
their machl accounts
received a surprise.
InsteaJ of the

usual "L:>g:n" prompt
that is routine once a
system is chosen,
they received a "trying" response from
the terminals, which

then disconnected
them.
"1 once tried for
five times in a row to
connect," said irrate

Laurie:'

student

Andrew

Instead ofthe
"Login" prompt
that is routine,
they received a
'trying" response
which then
disconnected
them.

White
"Every time the
router made you wait
for about five minutes and then cut you off
with the 'disconnected' response on the
screen." he continued.
The problem lays in a device known as

the Develswitch

.

Ladies

Ladies

presents

dozens

of

circuit

HENSL

switch and began what
could have been, in
Langford's words "a five or six hour job."

MARION

Within three hours of shutdown, they
located the problem. One of the circuit
ixxirds in the switcher was indeed faulty, and
was replaced.
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The switch itself is unaffected by the
unusually heavy use of the computer system
this term, and is not prone to breaking down.
When it does, it is immediately noticed
and Computing Services responds.

boards. That night,
they shut down the

T

Chris

day.

faulty Develswitch.
When the problem again resurfaced
Tuesday, Computing
Services examined the

Trip To
Laser Display
The Lyric In A LIMO

for rHela

1,000 cross-connections at any one time.
According to Langford, the switch can handle
about 5,000 to 10,000 cross-connections in a

symptoms, not the disease.
Resetting in this
way simply reloads the
software back into the

Thursday
Ladlflß Nlgllt

No Cover For

Not all computer rooms were affected by
the meltdown. Some rooms like the computer lab in P1023, or the computer consulting
room in 1-401, are connected to a different
switcher.
The Develswitch itself, a series of four
cabinets about six feet tall, and is approximately twelve to fifteen years old.
The switch is designed to handle about
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Bag O' Crime
From the offices of Peter Jorg, Manager
WW Security Services.

Soliciting
1650 HrsTue. 18 Oct. 94
An officer responding to a complaint
from library staff regarding a male individual who was attempting to obtain
donations from people due to a physical
disability, The area was checked but the
individual had already left.

Is

this
legal?

JASON BILODEAU

Theft Under $1000.00
1100 Hrs Fri. 21 Oct 94
A WLU student reported that his bicycle
had been stolen from the bike rack near
the Central Teaching Building sometime
on Mon. 17 Oct. 94. No suspects.

AND

STEVEN HUNWICKS
Cord News
# 10 "Can I Break My Lease?"
Q
This column follows the exploits of Terry
Tenant, and Larry Landlord, and is
intended to answer common questions
on legal issues of relevance to students at
WLU. The advice given is in no way
intended as a substitute for professional
legal advice.
After only two weeks, Terry is fed up
with living in his hell-hole. He's found a
great apartment down the street, in a
building with three Jacuzzis, a swimming pool, and a weight room (In
Waterloo? Yeah, right!). It's only another

1605 Hrs Wed. 19 Oct. 94

Officers arrested and charged a male
individual who had previously been
warned to stay off University property
because of his disruptive tehaviour.
Non Reportable MVA
J 750 Hrs Wed. 19 Oct. 94
A WLU student attended the Security
Office to report that she had struck a
vehicle in lot 13. Damage was minimal.
Suspicious Person
1300 Hrs Tbur. 20 Oct. 94
A member of the Athletic Department
reported a young male [>erson loitering
in the ea'.st lobby of the Athletic
Complex. Officers attended and found a

$25

per

month, and

Terry wants
to move out

the end of
this month.
He figures
at

that

Larry

old youth. He was identified

and requested to leave. He complied.

ofr Trespassing

Theft Under $ 1000
0930 Hrs Mon. 17 Oct. 94
Physical Plant & Planning reported that a
computer keyboard has disappeared
sometime during the last two months
from their area. No suspects.

Advicefrom
Legal Resources

18 year

since
isn't

abiding by
the lease, he shouldn't have to either. If
he takes off, he'll never have to deal with
Lousy Larry again.
The problem is that he's signed a one
year lease with Larry Landlord, and it is
impossible for Terry to "break" it.
Despite the fact that Lany hasn't fulfilled
many of his obligations outlined in the
lease, and the house is a total disaster,
the lease is still a legally binding contract.
Larry can sue Terry for the remainder of
the year's rent if Terry takes off.
Many of Terry's friends have told him
that he can legally get out of his lease by
providing two months notice to Larry.
This is a huge misconception: Terry is
responsible for all 12 monthly rent pay-

Theft Under $1000.00
1630 Hrs Fri. 21 Oct. 94
A report was received that approx.
$60.00 in cash was missing from the
petty cash at the PP&l' office. The
money appears to have been removed
sometime during the past few months.
The matter is under investigation.
Mischief
1745 Hrs Fri. 21 Oct. 94
A member of the Women's Centre re[x>rted that a note with derogatory remarks
was left on the Centre's door after an
open forum was held on Friday. No suspects. The matter is under investigation.

ments. The

only options Terry has are to
sublet or to negotiate a lease termination
agreement with Larry Landlord, using the
form he got from the Legal Resource
Centre.

Of course, no one in their right mind
would agree to sublet Teriy's hell-hole,
and since Larry's a WLU Business grad,
he just laughed at the thought of giving
up a penny of rent income.
So it appears that Teny is stuck with
this lease.
Next week, we'll examine Terry's
lease, and look at some things he should
have noticed before he signed it. Until
then, remember: don't be a Terry. Drop
by the Legal Resource Centre, and get
the facts on your legal problems.
If you think you 're worse off than
Teny Tenant, tell us alxnit it in 200 words
or less, by entering our annual "Horrible
Housemate / Lousy Landlord'' contest.
We've got great prizes, and the winning
entry will be published in the Cord.
Applications are available in the Legal
Resource Centre, and the Centre Spot,
and are due by November 7th.

By now, you've probably realized
there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
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Hey Paul! Daylight Savings Time Begins.

Monday, October 31
•Hallowe'en
Monday Nite Football at Wilfs
Psychic Fair.
Resume /ACCIS Form Writing Workshop
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. Room 2-112 CTB.
•

in

•

the Robeit Langen Gallery.
Tuesday, November I
All Saints Day.

•

-

i

—JJ

'

Hard Hat Party at the Science Building. 4
p.m. to 8 p.m. Everyone welcome. Free

•

Campus Centre Great Hall.
Music at Noon. Recital hall Free admis-

Wednesday, November 2
Men's Hockey vs. York. Home Game
7:30 p.m.

■

jfeaiL'

Students.
•

rc ' Casual Day. Registration 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. in Concourse or noon to 1 p.m. at
232 King Street.
Concert: WLU symphony orchestra.
Kt-cital Hall 8 p.m. Free admission for

"--

i...
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•

and Performance. 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

*

>,

Sunday, October 30
Concert. Recital Hall. Free for Laurier

•Turret Donation Night: Donations
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Buy Back Day in the Concourse.
'Sharon Thompson Oil Paintings
•

''

•

•

Thursday, October 27
The Cord News Writing Seminar presentee' hV J<)c Sinesac
the K-W Record. 7
p.m. Room 5-205 CTB. All current and
aspiring writers welcome.
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CTB

Saturday, October 29
Men's Football at the Sky Dome 1 p.ni
OUAA Semi-Finals. Tickets $6. Buses
leave Stinger's at 11 a.m.
Men's Hockey vs. Western Home Game.
Hallowe'en Turret Night.
Comedy in Wilfs
Turn your clocks back an hour tonight.
•
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Wednesday, October 26
Men's Hockey vs. Western. Home Game.
Wacky Wednesday in the Concourse
Concert: WLU student composers. Recital
I la". 8:00 p.m. Free Admission.
Interview Skills Workshop. 10:30 to 11:30

'

''

,

1

•

Laurier students.
lecture: "The Challenge to Religious
Leadership" presented by Fr. J.A. Loftus
7:30 p.m. C.L. Siegfried Hall. St. Jerome's
College. For into, call 884-8110.
The Cord staff meeting. 2:30 p.m. The
Turret.

•

•

•

•

•

Women's Volleyball vs. McMaster. Home
Game. 6 p.m.
WLU leather jackets on sale in the
Concourse.
Meet the Author: Yvonne Kason author
of A Farther Shore . Noon, PMC. Free

Admission.
The Cord News Writers Meeting. 5 p.m.
Cord Office.
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Worried about missing your messages? When you're trying
to co-ordinate weekend plans with your friends, you can talk

to

see

the name* and number of the person who is

can

also choose from any of these other Smart Touch services that best suit
'

eturn

"

[dent-A-CaW*

•

Three- Way Calling

•

■

•

Hews

Call Screen

™

"
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Visit your local Bell Phonecentre store or call 310-Bell.

Offer applies to non-moving residence and single-line business customers. Any product or service to which you currently subscribe, and that is cancelled and reordered
between October 3 and November 12, is not eligible for this offer. Billing for your free SmartTouch service(s) or phone will automatically start at the end of the free month.
All SmartTouch services are available in most areas. Call Answer service requires Touch-Tone service. *Name Display option requires Call Display service and will work
with most Call Display compatible telephones. fVista is a trademark of Northern Telecom.

6
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Name Display''' option is available October 24, 1994. Call blocking options are

your needs
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phone and up to 2 Bell SmartTouc services, like G?// /Inswer
and G?// Display, are free for the first month. Plus, when you
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Zeitworte:

"time words" of Germany's history
LILIAN SCHAER
Cord News
back memories of playbrought
it
For some,
out
shells of once mighty
ing in the bombed
buildings. Others sighed nostalgically about
the wild .and rebellious sixties. And for still
others, it was a voyage of discovery through
a time they'd only heard about.
"Zeitworte" is an exhibit focusing on the
history of Germany from 1945 until the fall of
the Berlin Wall. Currently on display at
Kitchener City Hall, the show was opened by

Mayor Dom Cardillo and Wilfried Scheffler,
the director of Toronto's Goethe Institute
which is sponsoring the exhibit.
The show is centred around 12 "time

««■•'<■■■

••

•

words", each focusing on a different aspect of
German history since 1945. Beginning with
"End Sieg" (Final Victory), which chronicles
the defeat of Nazi Germany in 1945, and ending with "Deutsch-Deutsch" (German-

Gennan), which deals with the 1990 reunification of the two Germanys, this exhibit is a
journey through the not-so-distant past of one
of the world's great economic powers.
Each time word is supported and
explained by pictures, posters, documents,
books and actual artifacts of the time period.
At times it shocks in its starkness and in the
brutal images of an era many would rather
forget, but it's a very accurate representation
of the issues Germany's post-war generations

have had to contend with.
"Zeitworte" is a traveling exhibit which
has been on display in Vancouver, Victoria
and Winnipeg before coming to KitchenerWaterloo. In mid-Novemter, the exhibit will
be moved to the Goethe Institute in Toronto
before going on tour in Japan. "Zeitworte"
will be at Kitchener City Hall until November
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Some of this country's
most creative minds are in Canada's
insurance industry.
They're the kinds of minds that know creativity
goes far beyond art, literature or making movies.
If you're like that, why not consider a career with
Canada's property/casualty, or general insurance
industry? The industry offers a wide variety of
career choices for creative minds. Accountants
yes, but also systems analysts, lawyers, managers,
loss prevention engineers, investment specialists,
investigators, marine underwriters, aviation
adjusters and many more. The choice is yours.
General insurance is also an industry that
encourages you to acquire its own levels of
professionalism. As a Fellow or Associate of The
Insurance Institute of Canada, you would join an

educated, experienced and ethical group of
professionals equipped to pursue successful
careers at the local, provincial, national or even

international level.
Choice, challenge, satisfaction and security.
They are just some of the rewards you'll enjoy
through a creative career in the property/casualty
insurance industry.
For more information, look for your local
Insurance Institute in the white pages or, contact
Les Dandridge, 8.A., A.1.1.C., at The Insurance
Institute of Canada, 18 King Street East,
6th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, MSC IC4
(416) 362-8586 FAX (416) 362-1126.

Canada's Insurance Professionals
The Graduates of The Insurance Institute of Canada.
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More than bad PR
It's a bright, sunny November day. The air is crisp, and
the leaves still litter the walkways around campus.
Laurier is a pretty place this time of year.
A prospective newcomer walks through these fallen
leaves. She is considering going to Laurier, so she has
decided to check it out today. It just happens to be

Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publication

75 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5
(519) 884-2990- Fax: (519) 884-5596
Advertising: (519) 884-5092
Editor-in-Chief

Ingrid Nielseti

News Editor
Associate News Editor

Mark Heasley

Entertainment
Assistant Entertainment
Sports
Assistant Sports

Laurier Day.
She reaches down and picks up a copy of a newspaper which has been tossed aside. What's this? The Cord?
The front page headline grabs her attention: "Two
Laurier students charged with sexual assault with a

Amanda Dowling
Charles Fairley

Editor
Editor
Editor

Shawn Callan
Scott Stinsoti
Pete Robinson
Greg Sloan
Paul McLean
Lihhi Hood

Editor

Feature Editor

Production Manager
Copy Editor

weapon."
The youngster's eyes widen in horror. She points the
story out to her friend, who tells his friend, and he tells
two friends, and so on, and so 0n...
Dr. Marsden, President of Wilfrid Laurier University,
sits straight up in bed, shaking slightly.
"Oh, thank god, it was just a bad dream."
That's just what bad publicity is to Wilfrid Laurier

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS STAFF

Administration; a nightmare.
As explained in the cover story, two Laurier students
have been charged with sexual assault with a weapon,
forcible confinement, and gang sexual assault.
They have been charged.
Since the alleged incident, the University has issued a
strong statement. This statement, which was put across
on WLU Info, states that the two charged have been suspended from the varsity hockey team, and that they are
allowed to continue their studies provided they maintain
"exemplary behaviour." Other statements found in the
release discuss that counselling should be available to
the two students, and the need to detennine if the campus presence of the two students is detrimental to the

Advertising Manager Tim Silk
Ad Production Manager Mara Baldassaire
Ad Production Assistant Jane Born
Photo Manager Keli Watson
Photo Techician
Art Director
Graphic Arts Technician

Phill Kinzinger
Anton Volcansek
Kim Hurley

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President Heather Ah 11 ulell
Directors Susan Bany
David Janzen
Darren Mahaffy
John McKenzie
Tina Romano
Sean Wilde
Treasurer Sara Rossignoli

best interests of the University.
I find this precedent a little scary. These two students
have lx;en charged, not convicted. Although the actions
of the university up to this point have been reasonable
under the circumstances, further action should be witheld until guilt or innocence is determined in a court of
law. Yes, these charges are very serious and frightening.
They also do not bode well for a University image.
However, what is just as bad is a miscarriage of justice.
The University states that it "recognizes the principle
of criminal law that presumes innocence until guilt is
proven in a court of law." What I truly hope the
University will also remember is that actions speak louder than words.
The entire community will be watching the
University's actions carefully, and a lot of the general
reactions will be gauged accordingly.
Rich Newbrough, director of Athletics and Recreation
at Laurier, stated that this is the first time in his 27 years
at this institution that the senior administration has
moved to have someone suspended from a varsity team.
What is this action saying?
[ understand the dilemma the University faces. If
they
do too much, they are overreacting. If they don't do
enough, they are seen as not caring; or worse, as covering things up. This is an extremely delicate operation
they are undertaking.
We can only hope that in their difficult quest to balance the rights of the complainant versus those of the
two men charged, the University will forget their vanity
for a moment, and deal with the pressing and challenging issues which this case has exposed.

Editorial by Ingrid Nielsen, Editor-in-Chief, Scott Stinson, Sports Editor, Pete Robinson, Assistant Sports Editor,
Chuck Fairley, Entertainment Editor, Shawn Callan, Assistant Entertainment Editor, Mark Heasley, News Editor,
Amanda Dowling, Associate News Editor, Greg Sloan, Features Editor, Paul McLean, Production Manager
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Supportfor Women's Centre in distributing the names ofthe students charged
Dear Editor,
Last week, at the Open Forum
hosted by the Women's Centre in
the wake of the alleged Oktoberfest
party incident, protests were raised
by several men identifying themselves as friends of the accused.
They criticized the Women's Centre
for photocopying a K-W Record
article about the alleged incident
and distributing it around campus.
One declaration was made a statement so ironic that it's difficult to
believe the speaker was serious
that distributing the article was in
"extremely poor taste". It was even
suggested that the Women's Centre
should have blackened out the
names of the two students involved.
-

-

But there is a basic truth in this
case that such protesters seem

recognize: The
Women's Centre did nothing to
"expose" these two men. The
Women's Centre is not responsible
for the reaction of those who read
the article. Many who did were
understandably shocked; many felt

unwilling

to

outrage and dismay, some felt their
sense of security on this campus
threatened, but such are the conse-

quences of supporting and reading
the information provided by a free
press system. The suggestion that
October 26, 1994 The Cord
•

•

8

•

the Women's Centre was under
some sort of obligation to censor
the men's names information
which was already a matter of public record, information which had
already appeared throughout the tri-

cky area in a newspaper is a
laughable one. Or rather, it would
be if the mentality behind the suggestion were not so disturbing. For,
in essence, such a suggestion
declares that the rights of the
accused are more important than
the rights of the Laurier community
to know that we have had two
accused criminals on our campus.
But why, when there is public
-

anger directed toward the two
accused men, is the blame placed
squarely on the shoulders of members of the Women's Centre? Why is
the Women's Centre accused of
merely trying to stir up trouble?
1 received the impression
throughout the Open Foaim meeting that some felt that the Centre
was appropriating this issue and
exploiting this case to serve their
own agenda, and it is this point that
I would like to address: Part of the
Women's Centre's mandate, as I
understand it, is to inform the
Laurier community on a variety of
issues sexual harassment, domestic

Opinion

-

violence, eating disorders, pay
inequity (to name only a few) and
to attempt to change the sexist attitudes which underlie such problems. Make no mistake we are not
immune to sexism because we are a
community of intelligent, well-educated people. The fact that women
still earn less, on average, than our
-

-

male counterparts., that we cannot
walk alone at night these are all
among the many problems that
women face every day in our country. By hosting the Open Foaim, the
Women's Centre provided a chance
for the public to channel their anger
and outrage into something constructive by making suggestions
-

about future sexual assault policy
on campus. As a woman who lives
in the Laurier community, 1 am
grateful to the Centre for their
attempts to inform and effect
change, and for their courage in
leading the discussion about how to
deal with situations such as these.
Adrienne Woodyard

"Jamie" brings a new outlook on life to concerned student
Dear Editor
As I sit here I am overcome by a wave of pure numbness. I am not at all sure how or why I feel the way do.
Your front page article on "Jamie", the Laurier student
with AIDS touched me in a way I may not be able to
describe. Even as I attempt to write this letter I feel
dwarfed by the emotional aftershock of the article. I
think to myself 'My god, a beautiful person is slowly
dying'. What a loss it will lie to lose someone who is
not only particularly eloquent with words but has such
a remarkable and revealing outlook on life. Through
"Jamie's" words I begin to reevaluate my values, my
hopes and my conception of life. I see that we are all
wearing masks and struggle daily with inner conflict. I
also consider the stigma related to AIDS, the responses
I heard regarding this article in the concourse, in class
and in the Torque room. It was pathetic. A group of
"educated" people using some of the most ignorant

and obnoxious slurs. How can we expect to help people with AIDS when we cannot overcome this incredible shame related to the disease? AIDS is just sucking
the life blood from our society causing social and discriminatory divisions and an immense hatred for those
who are suffering from a devastating and dehabilitating
disease. "Jamie" invites us to be his friend and I in turn
invite us to liefriend one another in a world where pain
is far too common. We can all learn a valuable lesson
of life from someone who does not have long to enjoy
die beauty it possesses.
I just wanted to let you know that I think the decision to put this article on the front page was courageous and benevolent. It should create an impact
amongst the student body and (I hope) in people's

hearts.

Jennifer Golder

Letters Due: 12:00 PM Monday

Letters Policy

Development Studies course 101 highly recommended
1. All

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the article by
Tony Halin entitled "Lcx)king for logic, An
outkx)k on overpopulation". It seems that
Mr. Halm forgot to research his topic before
writing this article. For anyone who has
ever taken a Development Studies course
they know that the "overpopulation crisis in
the Third World" cannot simply be solved
by the "STOP REPRODUCING" ploy. The
cause of this crisis is VERY complex. It is
based on economic, social, cultural and
I would like to point out
political factors.
what many are probably not aware of. The
reason for the "traditional" large family is
actually economically and socially based.
Large families are thought of as necessities
in developing countries. They are the
potential workforce to support the family.
The majority of those in the developing
countries are involved in subsistence agriculture which is very labour intensive.
Also, due to the lack of scxial programs in
the developing nations, the large family is
the source of support for the elderly. In
most developing countries the infant mortality rate is high. Therefore there is an
incentive to produce a larger number of
children to ensure at least some of them

If adequate health care and education
(including family planning) were available
to the "citizens" of the developing countries,
this trend towards large families would
decline. Parents would expect all their children to survive and smaller families would
evolve (since they are aware of the fact that
they cannot support a large number of children). This trend would become reflected
in a lower birth rate and population growth
rate. The inaccessibility to the basic health
and education needs are linked to politics.
There is decreasing government spending
on health and education in developing
countries due to recessions, rising debt,
falling commodity prices and increasing military costs. It has been proven that with an
increased level of development, birth rate
decreases.
Mr. Halin says that the citizens of the
Third World are the ones that should stop
having sex to solve the overpopulation crisis. As one can see, the solution is not that
simple since the causes are many.
Furthermore, we are all a part of the problem (yes, Mr. Halin, that ckx;s include you
ux>) since we all make up the population of
the world.
Seema Nayani

Dear Editor,

Kudos to Tony Hahn for his solution to
the world's population problem. I can't
believe no one thought of it sooner. Just
tell the pcx>r to stop having sex. Brilliant!
Come to think of it, why doesn't someone
just tell Saddam Hussein to be nicer to his
neighbours? Why didn't Roosevelt and
Churchill just tell Hitler to stop taking over
Europe? This "just tell them" thing could
really change the world!
My only concern is that maybe just
telling the underprivileged to stop reproducing won't get the job done. How about
mandatory vasectomies or tubal ligations for
all those whose income falls below a certain
level? Better not to take chances, you
know.
But then again, those sneaky devils
might try falsifying tax returns or something
like that. Maylx? we ought to send a UN
group over to the Third World to say, cas-

letters must be signed and submitted
with the author's name, student I.D. number, and telephone number.
2. All letters will be printed with the author's
name. Letters printed without the author's
name only with penriission ofthe E.I.C
3. Letters must be received by Monday at
noon for publication in the upcoming
week's issue, on computer disk, or via emaii ( 22cord@mach 1.wlu.ca)
4. Letters that are submitted on disk or via email must be accompanied by a letters
release fonrt or a signed hard copy that is
delivered to the Cord offices.
5. The Editor-in-chief may edit the letters for
length and clarity.
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all the males. That'll do the trick.
Great idea Tony! Keep 'em coming!
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Prism criticism hits a nerve among program supporters
Dear Editor
This is more of an open letter to
Scott Stinson. Your opinion regarding PRISM is probably held by
about, oh say no one else in SBE
l">eyond first year. I say that because

many first years aren't aware of the
services that PRISM offers. You,
being in third year know full well
what PRISM offers and the arguments you provide are, how should
I put it, lame!
If the 50 bucks was so important
to you, I'm sure you could have
found a few minutes in your schedule to get it back. I'd have thought
that after 2 years of paying the fee,
you would know how and when
to withdraw your donation, so
don't complain about being out

tems" that PRISM provides. Yeah,

that explains why both labs are
packed during the day. And even if
that was tnie, PRISM offers us the
opportunity to learn how to use
those systems, most of which are
being used in the workplace these
clays.
I guess for people who consider
WordPerfect 5.1 (for DOS) and

QuattroPro 4.0 (for DOS) good
enough software packaged for
school assignments, PRISM doesn't
have much to offer. Don't get me
wrong, those are decent software
packages, and gcxxJ for beginners,
but for those of us that want to
keep up with software advances

$250.

You claim that "most SBE students aren't nearly proficient
enough to get use out of the sys-

and continually improve our business skills that can be applied in a
work environment, PRISM provides
opportunities that no other university can. I don't have exact statistics,
but I'd be willing to bet there are
few (if any) schools that have some

60 notebooks, 35 (completely stateof-the art) computers, a scanner,
and two laser printers directly
accessible to the students.
I ask you, Mr.Stinson, what will
you do when you go looking for
full-time employment, and most
employers are looking for experience with the software that PRISM
provides. Thankfully, those of us
who have taken advantage of

FRISM's services will have a competitive advantage over close-mind-

ed individuals that did not.
The only valid argument you
make is with regards to the keyboards. Yes, "hunt and peckers" like
yourself would have a hard time
with these keyboards. Yet, I would
think that by third year, most people would know how to type it's a
skill that's kinda useful in the workplace.
One last thing Mr. Stiason, Corel
Draw is available on all BANYAN
computers, so I guess you really
spent $250 for nothing.
-

Chad Belcher

fcia [fa

Campus

Dear Editor
Shame on you Scott Stinson for
bashing PRISM! Allow me to
address your complaints about the
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computer program, and fill you in
on a few things. First of all, I am
not a member of PRISM council
-

I'm just an ordinary BBA student
who thinks that PRISM is one of
the best improvements the SBE has
seen in the past few years. $50
bucks to PRISM will get you further
in "the real world" than the $50
bucks that we all spend at the local
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the "too much money" argument is
simply crap.
You complain about the look of
the new PRISM lab, and the state
of the art equipment it contains.
Would you have preferred that the
money be spent on some ugly
286's instead? I mean really, for
years students have been complaining about the lack of computer facilities at the school and now
you have the utter gall to bitch
when some enterprising students
actually LISTEN and respond to
"consumer" needs! And your com-
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plaint aixxit paying the $50 bucks
tip front. Well, you must realize the
initial startup costs to furbish a
complete computer lab (and now
two) are high, so a high degree of
commitment for the PRISM idea
was needed from students. Had
people agreed to PRISM, and then
got lazy about handing their
money in, the whole idea could
have flopped. Today we would all
be standing in line outside L204 at
3a.m. waiting for the next available
computer.
Your petty comment about the
funky new keyboards lx;ing hard
for hunt-and-peckers to use
deserves a petty response: yeah,
right, please tell me you have survived over two years in business
without learning some basic typing
skills. Your problem, not PRISM's.
[Incidentally, the keyboards were
generously donated by Microsoft
Corp. in support of PRISM, so you

story. Sometimes we need to be
reminded of what we take for

granted.
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Renee Ward
Thanks everyone for the generous
donations to L.S.F.L.
Katie Amadio
Izabel, I'm not a poetiy fan, but
"Dodo" is a keeper.
Gord Wood
Stinson if you were a popsicle
you would be doulbe fudge
because you are so sweet.
Maurice Elliott
The Leaf talk article was fantastic.
It fave a real fans perspective.
Stuart Knight
Why can't we all get along, even
the rebels!
Scott McKay
Good issue, I actually read the
whole thing!
Greg McCardle
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WLU BOOKSTORE CONCOURSE
Nov. 2 & 3
10am to 4pm
LEATHER $299 MELTON & LEATHER from $189
$100 DEPOSIT REQUIRED
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taith.
Deanna Pearce

cord feedback
I was very touched by the cover

:

should whine to them.]
Lastly, you point out that PRISM
won't give WLU students an edge
over other schools. Well, I have
worked for two different co-op
employers, and both have been
recanting at Laurier for more co-op
and full time positions. Why, you
ask? One reason is because of
their excellent computer skills
especially in using Microsoft
Windows, Word, and Excel. Laurier
does teach us skills that other students don't acquire.
If you have a problem with
entrepreneurship, technology, and
organizational change Mr. Stinson,
I suggest you become an ancient
history major. To the students of
the SBE: $100 bucks a year is a
small price to pay for gaining an
edge on the job market this is not
just PRISM propaganda it is the
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PRISM supporters cry shamefor Stinson editorial

The cover story was the best
thing I've read in the Cord this
year. Thank you.
Amanda Dowling
Scott Stinson should stick to
Sports. PRISM is the best thing
that ever happened to the SBE!

David Jeffrey
A fine, fine cover story: rising tide.
Lan Friesen
want
more
comics!
Get Mark
1
Hand to write an article.
Hugh MacPhie
Stinson
a great PRISM article.
Finally someone to stand up to
-

them $250 for a keyboard
shit Scott.
-

-

get

Chris Smith
article
touched
so
Jamie your
many people. Please, don't ever
stop writing.
Virginia Parker
-
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Chateau Calvin •Klein Magic Mountain
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Home sweet home
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ing off the nails, we were
greeted with a pungent

smell that sent us scrambling. All we could see in
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GUESS WHO'S COMING
TO LAURIER!?
Check him out:
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JEAN CHAREST
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I'M SO EXCITED!!
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boxes from floor to ceiling, but we are sure
that if we searched closely enough, we could
find a dead body or two. We nailed up the
door again faster than you can say Jimmy
I loffa.
The room I was destined to move into
contained perhaps the strangest object. On the
one wall was a gigantic painting of a sun, with
a face and everything. To the left of this celestial object is what I believe to be the lite force
of the entire house. The Lung.
Before we moved in, the roof had been
leaking, and water damage was caused in the
corner of my room. The roof had since lx?en
fixed, but the plaster on my ceiling was not.
Somebody ingeniously had rigged up a piece
of plastic over the whole site of the water
damage to prevent further shards of plaster
and chunks of insulation, not to mention the
squirrels that live in the attic, from falling into
the room.
The Lung has since assumed a lite of its
own. With any rapid air movement in the
house it will breathe, its shiny plastic skin
heaving to and fro.
The Lung did a good job in protecting me
from the evil it contained in its belly for two
years. However, when i came back this fall I
discovered there was a breach in its outer
core. Plaster droppings covered the head of
my bed, which I had foolishly placed right
below the Lung.
This required drastic measures: I had to
enter the Lung. While I hesitantly peeled the
plastic away from the wall, one of my current
r(X)mmates, Kevin, caught the innards of the
Lung in a plastic bag. Now that it had been
gutted, I proceeded to repair the Lung so it
could protect me for one last year.
Rivaling the Lung in pure absurdity is the
huge poster of a lx)y that was hanging in our
living r<x>m. He is wearing a baseball helmet
and is resting a bat on his shoulder. Where he
came from, we don't know. I am afraid to
remove him, however, because I strongly
Ixilieve this lx>y has demonic |X)wers.
So, here I am facing my last year in what
has become my home away from home.
It may lx; a dump in some people's eyes
(namely my parents and all close relatives),
but I have grown to love the Pit.
Now if only 1 can get out of here without
the boy discovering my forwarding address.
And that's the view from the farm for this
week.
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closet

going to the trouble of pry-

VIEW FROM THE

memorated the tenth anniversary by adding
"Oktoberfest 94". The ceiling will Ix. waiting
until the next decade rolls around, and future
tenants can add their mark. Heck, who am I
kidding. The whole place will implode long
lx.'fore then.
The furnace room in the basement we
lx.'gan to call the appliance graveyard. If you
need anything that has been made in the free
world in the past fifty years, it's down there.
Besides the appliances (defunct washer, dryer
and microwave) there were skis, an aquarium,

\

that is nailed shut. After

FARM

paper?
On the ceiling of the living room was written "Oktoberfest 84". By the way, we com-

f

Also down there is

1+
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Cord Opinion
The Bates Motel. Alcatraz. The Seattle
Kingdome. All of these
buildings strike tear in the
hearts of God fearing people everywhere. There is
that
another
abode
deserves mention alongside
these locations of disaster,
but which has been overlooked by the population at large for too long.
I'm talking about the student house.
Once a respectable place to live, the student house quickly becomes a Bermuda triangle. Nice things, like your grandmother's
antique cedar chest, may enter, but they will
never return. What happens to them? Only the
survivors of that all night party will ever know.
I am over generalizing. Some student
houses are absolutely pristine, the floors clean
enough to eat off of. I base my opinion on
student housing mainly on the residence 1
have chosen to live in the past three years. My
roommates and I like to affectionately call it
The Pit.
Me and my cohorts, Andy, Pete and Mike,
happened upon it when we were house hunting at the end of first year. We took it for the
godsend it was. Not that it was a palace. Not
by any means. What was glorious about it was
the obscenely cheap rent. I said to myself, I'd
live in a pig sty for that price. Be careful what
you wish tor.
We moved in and quickly discovered all of
the treasures that were leit to us by renters
past. Let me give you a brief description of the
oasis we had just moved into.
The living room walls were covered by
perhaps the ugliest wall paper 1 have ever
seen. This design made John Travolta's fashions in Saturday Night Fever look good.
Written on the stairwell in giant blue marker
was the immortal phrase "Burnout 89". What it
means I have no idea, but it look eight coats
of paint to get rid of it. As each coat dried, it
kept reappearing. Die, fiend, die.
There were various examples of graffiti
spread throughout the house. On the stand by
the front door was a list of the survivors of
some past party. Didn't these guys have

;
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GREG SLOAN
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and perhaps most puzzling, a Sylvester the Cat
costume. I don't want to know what weird
games were played in that basement.
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High tech
we

play at Laurier
GAMES
With midterms bringing everybody down, The
Cord thought it was a good time to share with
you several ways of unwinding and having fun.
Laser Tag, Drinking Games, Euchre, they're ailhere. So save your sanity, take a break from
studying and enjoy!

GREG SLOAN
Cord Features
Two men enter, one man leaves. Two
men enter, one man leaves. Okay, so it
wasn't quite bloodsport, hut it was exciting just the same. Laser Quest, hilled as
the ultimate sci-fi adventure game,
opened last Saturday in Kitchener.
Laser Quest attempts to remove us
from the everyday mundane world we all
live in. In its place, contestants are presented with a high tech gothic hell. The
"battleground" is a maze, complete with
dead ends, ramps and eerie darkness.
Each game lasts twenty minutes and up
to thiny people can play.
Players participate either individually,
or as part of a team. You l:>egin hy giving
the person at the computer tenninal your
nickname. The contest 1 was in had such
sorted characters as 9Jack9 and Mr White
trying to mow me down. Then you have
to wait patiently until your game comes
up. To avoid standing in line forever, you
can phone ahead and book your group.
When your time comes, you enter an
"air tight" briefing room with your fellow
combatants. Your warden, a high tech
referee, instructs you as to your mission,
and everything you need to know to
make it enjoyable. You then move on to
the next room, where your energy packs
are waiting for you.
Your pack covers your torso, and has
targets on the front, back and shoulders.

fun

&

Your gun is attached to your pack, and it
too has a target on it. Each of these targets is worth a certain amount of points.
The technology used in creating this
high-tech game was actually very impressive. Each gun had a screen on the back
of it that keeps you informed of your
standing throughout the entire game. Of
course, dodging enemy fire and watching
for your opponents, you don't have a lot
of time to leisurely check the standings.
We were let into the maze, and had
thirty seconds until all hell broke loose.
The group scattered and prepared to
wage war. Suddenly you feel your gun
energize. As you creep through the maze
you see flashes of red in your peripheral
vision. Let the war begin.
When somelxxiy hits you your gun is
immobilized for a few seconds.
Unfortunately this happened to me far
too many times. I was playing with a
whole mess of nig rats, and they seemed
to appear from no where. I was trying to
be accurate, and hit them right in the
middle of the big circle targets.
Unfortunately, I find out later that what
actually triggers the kill is the tiny nodules on the perimeter of the target.
Thus a sweeping motion with the gun
worked best. So I was punished for my
accuracy, while one of my esteemed colleagues up here at the Cord, Amanda
AKA Mac, was rewarded with a second
place finish for her erratic shooting style.

games
The two wardens patrol the maze to
ensure that you are following the code of
honour. More than once, you turn a corner, see movement out of the corner of
your eye, and fire red death upon these
helpless wardens by mistake. Don't worry
though. The red light looks deadly, but it
is absolutely hannless.
The time soon elapses, and you are
herded back out into the main foyer to
examine everybody's scores on the big
screen. Each contestant is given a personal readout of who they hit, who hit them,
their total points, and even their accura

cy rate.
This printout can either be a badge of
honour, or a scourge that will haunt you
until you have the opportunity to return
to Laser Quest and redeem yourself. For
myself, I'm not exactly tacking my score
sheet up on my wall. I do plan on returning, however, to prove that the low finish
was only a fluke. I know Han Solo is
inside of me somewhere, ready to kick
some Imperial butt.
Laser Quest is located at 255 King
Street in Kitchener, in the lower level of
the King Value Centre. Prices are six dollars for members and seven dollars for
non-members. A membership costs twenty dollars.
They are open seven days a week
and reservations can be made by calling
579-9999. Happy hunting.

The alcohol Olympics
DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Features
It's another Friday night in Waterloo and
you're hosting a study session with a few
friends and twenty-four little Ixjtties of cheer.
Now, there's always the option of lounging
hack in the ol' lazy-hoy while the leverage in
your hand endows you with incredible revelations of life; however, why not try some-

thing different.
No need to worry, you can still hold on to
your favourite brew for this one; in fact it's
vital to your evenings entertainment.
What am I talking about? Drinking games,
naturally.
Exciting, challenging, a great way to meet
people and fun for the whole family (well, at
least those over 19 years of age). The best
thing about these games is that no one spoils
your fun by yelling "Last Call" (however, I
would dissuade you from participating in any
such activities in residence!).
Now, before I inform or corrupt the
Laurier population I'd like to remind you that
with any alcohol there is a certain degree of
responsibility. 1 don't want to sound preachy;
however I know that anything taken to
extremes can be dangerous. These drinking
games can be an incredible amount of fun,
but just be aware of your own limitations.
With any game, no matter how strange or
obscure it may be, there are always rules.
This applies even to entertainment involving
alcohol. Through intensive research into this
field of study I have found many such guidelines.
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5 RULES FOR BEER DRINKING
1) NO POINTING: Pointing is one of the most
'common things to do, particularly when identifying players who have blundered. Anyone
who points is faulted and must take a swig

from their beer.
2) NO DRINKING: Whenever a player uses the
word "DRINK' in any form (ie. DRINKING,
DRIJNK, DRANK) tliey must take a swig from
their lieer.
3) WRONG HAND: When participating in any
game you are forbidden to drink with your
dominant hand. For the hard-core player
there is no drinking with either hand.
Whenever a player is caught they are obligated to drink again.
4) 10 MINUTE WARNING: A player is obligated
to give a 10 minute warning IX'fore concluding any beer guzzling festivities. This prevents
a player who just lost BIG TIME from skipping out on their debts by claiming they hear
Mommy calling.
5) NO PRONOUNS: This is one of the most
challenging ailes for anyone. By excluding
pronouns players will get confused when trying to iden'Jfy each other. This eventually
leads them to point, in turn violating RULE
#1. The player is then obligated to take a

drink.
Now that everyone has the rules (and has

pasted them discretely to their refrigerator
door) it's time to explore the wonderful world
ol drinking games.
Boat Racing:
This is a traditional drinking game for
those who are just beginning their journey

into the realm of beerdom. To begin, players
position themselves in a line. Each player is
outfitted with a beer in each hand. Now the
object of the game is speed. The first person
begins the action by guzzling one of the two
beers. Holding the empty glass upside down
on the top of his head signals the next player
in line to follow. This continues to the end
and then back again.
Beer Hunter:
This is a game which is fantastic for those
who don't have that much money or lx;er. All
you need is a six pack and six players. Take
one of the cans and shake it really well. Now,
shuffle the cans and distribute them to each
player. Each player then takes a can and
places it under their nose. Whoever discovers
that they have the exploding can upon opening is the loser and has to guzzle all of the
remaining beers.
Bladder Buster:
This game is a definite stmggle of man
against the call of nature. All participants are
obligated to drink one beer every five minutes. As the evening progresses will power
slowly fails and players are forced to leave
the room. The last player to leave the room
for any reason wins.
Shot a Minute:
This game, sometimes referred to as the
Century Club, is one of those drinking games
which nibbles away at your brain until you're
nothing but a puddle of jello. As the title suggests, players suck back a shot of their
favourite beer once eveiy sixty seconds for a
hundred minutes (that's roughly 7 1/2 liba-

The winner is the player who drinks
the greatest number of shots and remains
conscious.
The Friendship Game:
This game was first discovered by a group
of Canadian adventurers traveling through the
darkest regions of Ohio. Players are presented
with a 50 oz glass of beer (equaling roughly 5
beers). Each player is allowed one sip, gulp
or guzzle from the glass before it's the next
players turn. The player to consume the last
drop of beer from the glass wins. The player
who drank before him or her is identified as
the loser and has to pay for the game glass of
Ix'er.
100 Beer Club:
For those brave souls who wish to test
their strength and endurance this game is the
one for you. A player has from midnight
Thursday to midnight Sunday to consume 100
12 oz l>eers. For those interested, that gives a
player 43 minutes between each beer. No
problem! If you have 100 empties by Sunday
night, witnesses to prove it, and most importantly you're not in a coma, then let me be
the first one to congratulate you on being an
official member of the club.
tions).

Hopefully, this will give those seeking
action and adventure in their weekend drinking activities a new perspective on the beverage they clutch in their hand. On those frigid
winter nights when the Twist is out of reach
and Phil's is one step too far, or when you
just don't fee! like going out, kx)k no further.
That magical box of beverages and a few
friends can make for a fantastic night.

Euchre: more than cards
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Features
Residence life can get to you. The food
sucks, the television often becomes the center
of swirling controversy over what to watch,
and someone is always using the gcxxl shower when you want it. Throw in 25 guys with
75 exams between them in the next week,
and things can get pretty bleak. This I
rememl">er well.
But we had a crutch. It's called euchre.
Euchre is a simple card game played by
four people, in two teams of two. It also
happens to be the one thing I recall first
when I think back to my frosh days.
Euchre was a popular thing on our flcx)r
right from day one. Not everyone could play
in the l-jeginning, but everyone learned. One
also learned who to want for a partner, and
who to avoid. While that may sound a little
extreme, you must understand that euchre on
our floor had something riding on it other
than pride. No, not money. No one had that
much faith in their partner. We didn't have
cash riding on the games, we had the
Bouckaeit Boogie.
The Boogie, as it came to be known, was
what one would have to do if they got
"skunked" in a game of euchre. To be
"skunked" is to be defeated by a score of 100. What exactly is the Bouckaeit Boogie, you
ask? I'll be blunt. You had to run from our
rez ( Willison Mall, Will's veiy own slum) to
Bouckaeit Hall in, well, your underwear.
That's right, nothing but the gitch. Briefs or

recall, had been skunked six times.
Unfortunately, the mass Boogie never came
to he. It was damn near impossible to get all
25 guys in the same rcx>m at the same time,
let alone coordinate a half-naked sprint across
campus. Some brave souls did Bcx>gie earlier
in the year, after a fkx>r party, but their lxxv
gies were mled ineligible due to their
state of intoxication. As for the
collective B(x)gie, it's certainly
something to think alxuit for
our 25th year alumni

Ixjxer.s, baby.
As you can imagine, excitement would
mount when a pair would be on the verge of
a skunking, down by a score of say, 8-0 or 90. A lot was at stake. At the beginning ofthe
year, the skunkees were a select few. It was

decided that a master list would be posted on
the lounge door to keep track of
victims and their numlier of
skunkings, with all skunkees to do the Bcx)gie
at the same time at

reunion.

a later date. That
meant if you gol

Other than the

skunkings, our euchre
games had some other
choice moments. Alter
a euchre dispute, two
roommates said nothing to each other save
"phone's for you" for
pretty much the rest of
the year. The dispute
occurred prior to Christmas.
Make no mistake, it was a seri-

skunked

four
times, you had
to
do four
round trips in
your skivvies.
For a while,
euchre became a
rather cutthroat
affair. Those already
on the list were determined to make others
share in their humiliation.
Those not on the list were determined to stay off it. I once saw someone
deliberately tank a game in order to have his
partner join him on the Boogie list. The fact
that his partner was a female probably had
something to do with his willingness to make
the sacrifice.
Anyway, by the end of the year the entire
iloor was on the list. Two gentlemen, as I

ous game.

Unless you were drinking. Then it became
a good way to prime for the bars. Play
euchre and drink lieer before heading out. I
had the pleasure of playing a game with a
floormate who foolishly decided that his
drink of choice was a seven dollar bottle of
cheap wine.
Needless to say, he couldn't read his cards
by the time we left, and he spent oh, half an
hour in the Tuiret before he had to talk to
Ralph on the big white telephone, if you

Playing with

know what I mean.
This brings lis to the Four Basic Types of

Euchre Players:
l)The Strategist
Also known as. Terminator, Cool Hand Luke,
The Sarge
Traits: Never makes an irrational decision,

the mind

2 One w< »al Tears
1. "1 don't want to ruin our friendship"

HEATH "SCHEMER" APPLEBAUM

SHAWN "SUGAR" CALLAN
SCOTT "SNAKE" MACGREGOR
SEAN "CUDDLES" WILDE

CORD FEATURES
MIND OiAMHS. Tlio.se beautiful brain twisters
all men and women haw played through the
ages. More confusing than a Rubik's cube,
more painful than a festering head wound,
more devious than Wile 11 Coyote tpuuure
geenius) l.ove them....fear them . Ave all play
them. Mere they are;
Played By Girls On Guys:
10. Pretending they don't care.
9. "I'm not ready for a commitment"
8
.stait seeing other jxxiple
7. Pretending they enjoy the -sex
6. Going out with the "ex" after a fight
s
Using snakage as a reward
i. Nice guys getting trashed (wait that's not a
game, that's reality.)
3. Hanging up the phone

I

'COOKIES

&

-

after

the lad
Played By Guys On Girls:
10. Pretending we don't care
9 Calling out ex lor sex but pretending it's
more than that
8. "Have 1 ever told you how beautiful you
7.
6.
5.
4.

3
J.

1

.ire?"
Pretending we enjoy foreplav
"I misi you"
Til call you"
"I've never felt this way l>efore"
"I love you"
Didn t you get my message?'
Ciuy.s only have nincgamcslxvau.se we're
not devious (or smart) en<nigh t< think up
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So there they are.

Recognize any ol these
tricks played on you or by you?
1 lmmmm...,just remember that this article is
meant as a joke so do take it as one.
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CRACKERS

always thinks two moves ahead, doesn't joke
around.
Known to say: "Gee, looks like you guys
might get skunked again."
Good for a partner because: Seldom makes
mistakes, always calls the right suit.
Bad for a partner because: Expects the same
of you.
2)The Goof
AKA: Hie Fool, Skunked, D.O.A, Howie
Traits: Never pays attention, has mistaken
faith in own ability, loses.
Known to say: "If I call it, does that mean I
have to go alone?"
Good: Easy to blame if you lose.
Bad. You will lose.
3) Joe Gutsy
AKA: The Gambler, Mr. Risky, Sh'itfaced
Traits: Calls trump even with a bad hand,
goes alone often, drinks heavily.
Known to say: "I called it because my hand
was so bad, I figured you had all the good
cards."
Good: Sometimes calls the suit in which you
are loaded.
Bad: Calls the suit in which your opponents
are loaded more often.
NOTE: After several drinks, inherits tendencies
of "The Goof".
4) Nervous Pervis
AKA: The Wuss, Mr. Beginner, Captain
Apprehensive
Traits: Never calls tmmp for fear of making a
bad call, saves trump cards until after the
hand is lost.
Known to say "Should I have called spades
with both jacks and the king?"
Good: Usually gets great cards.
Bad: Never plays the damn things.
If you've never played euchre before,
learn how. After all, when we've all come
full circle and are on a floor with 25 other
people again (retirement home), it' 11 be gcxxl
to have something to do.
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Kubas

SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports

It was a fairly typical scene. At 1:15
of the fourth quarter of Saturday's
game against the Windsor Lancers,
Bill Kubas connected with Stefan
Ptaszek for a 13 yard touchdown
strike. I low fitting that the regular
season careers of the most prolific
passer and receiver combination in
Canadian university history ended
with a touchdown pass and catch.
Kubas's 480 passing yards were

enough to give him the career
record for CIAl) passing yardage,
with 8242 total yards. For the season, Kubas racked up 2295 passing
yards for a gaudy average of 327
yards per game. He completed 136
passes on the year, 23 of which
went for touchdowns. Even more
impressive is the fact that Kubas
was only intercepted six times out
of his 250 pass attempts. It doesn't
get any better than that.
Meanwhile, Ptaszek has contin-

ueci to rewrite his CIAU marks as
well. He has completed his career
with 3,126 career receiving yards,
breaking the old CIAU record by a
healthy 471 yards. His 186 career
receptions are also a new CIAU
standard. W-ith 916 yards and 14
touchdown catches on the season,
Ptaszek has posted new OUAA single season marks in both categories.
Oh yeah, the game. Another
pummeling. The 1 lawks beat up on
the Lancers in eveiy facet of the

game en route to a 46-6 victory.
The Hawk offense rolled up 593
total yards with both Zach Treanor
and Ptaszek accounting for over
150 yards receiving each. The
Hawk defense held the Lancers to a
mere six first downs. It was domination, plain and simple.
Coming off a surprisingly fiat
offensive performance against
Waterloo the previous week, Kubas
and Co. bounced back in fine style.
Seven different receivers caught

passes on the day, while five different Hawks were involved in the
ground attack.
With the OUAA playoffs on tap
this weekend, the Golden Hawks
appear to have their attack finely
tuned. On the downside, tailback
Peter Hwang is still down with a
knee injury and won't be back into
well into the playoffs. Andy Bacon
assumed tailback duties on Saturday
and put in a solid performance with
27 yards aishing on 5 carries and
30 yards receiving on two catches,
including the Kubas record breaker.
With the regular season
wrapped up, post-season prospects
look good for the Hawks. The
defense has been steadily improving all season, and the offense is
once again a powerhouse. The first
round matchup with the Waterloo
Warriors is a good one for the
Hawks considering the victory that
they posted against the Warriors just
a couple of weeks ago.
The Western Mustangs are playing the Toronto Varsity Blues in the
other semi-final, '["his is a actually a
tough break for the 'Stangs as the
Blues are certainly better than their
record of three wins and four losses
would indicate. After starting off 0-3
with losses to Laurier, Guelph (by
forfeit), and Waterloo(starting QB
injured), the Blues have fought
back to squeak into a playoff spot.
The defending Vanier Cup champs
are sure to be a handful for the
heavily favoured Mustangs. They've
been given a second chance, and
will be trying damn hard not to
blow it.

Until Saturday...

Hawkey hawks fired up
The Hawks enter the campaign
with much the same look as last
In fact, the Icemen find
year.
themselves in much the same |X)sition as they did at the end of last
year. Strength up front, with the
expectation of scoring a bunch of
goals, question marks on the blueline, and although the faces have
changed, some concern about the
situation in net. All of this is combined with the anticipation of having to chase the Mustangs in order
to win the division and get a first

round bye.
The Hawks finished the season
last year with a 20-3-1 record, largely on the strength of the forwards'

ability to put the puck in the net.
As said earlier, that is likely to stay
the same this year as the Hawks
return all of their top scorers from
last year, with the exception of Joel
Bishop. That means the talented
duo of Chris George and John
Spoltore will again unite as Spoltore
shoots for his third straight league
scoring title. At this |X>int it appears
as though the third member of that
line will be converted centreman
Don McConnell. Laurier's scoring
punch will not end there, as underrated fifth-year centre Mike Dahle
October 26, 1994
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for his final season and will
lead a strong second line.
Returnees Smitty Kulafofski,
Scott Cullen and Ryan Merritt, along
with rookie Matt Turek round out
the core ofthe forwards.
On the blue line, it was originally thought that the Hawks would
only lose one, perhaps two, of the
solid core of D-men they had last
year. Well, what was one or two,
quickly became three. Those three,
Paul Bennett, Jamie Patenall and
Bob Shelp, were three of Laurier's
best four D-men last year.
On paper it appears as though
the Hawks will have some very
competent players to fill their shoes.
Mark Strohack and Jim McLaren
return to lead the defencemen. The
Hawks will count on return vets
Mike Babcock, Geoff Publow and
Shawn Way to provide some depth
and stability to the backline.
The situation was perhaps best
summed up by Head Coach Wayne
Gowing by saying "we definitely
need those players to step up and
fill a bigger role.
Last year, the Hawks got some
impressive goaltending by Rick
Pracey at times. Unfortunately for
Pracey and for Laurier, that good
goaltending didn't always come at
the right times.
Goaltending was a real question
returns

"

mark at the start of training camp,
and with Pracey deciding not to
return it probably made a veiy difficult situation a lot easier for
Gowing. But the lxHtom line is that
Pracey and his, if inconsistent, very

Sports

impressive numliers are gone. To
fill his shoes are two capable but
inexperienced netminders. Mike

Crawford and Jeff Schnare have
looked good in exhibition, but
other than Crawford's limited experience in two previous seasons'

exhibition games, have no regular
season action under their belts.
According to Gowing, "both have
proven they can play at this level

Seerun. boy,

and really goaltending isn't a concern on our team." However, if
things go wrong, one gets the feeling that the situation may change in
a hurry, especially in a division that
has teams with the scoring punch
that Western and Waterloo have.
Without a doubt, the Hawks will
field a team that will put up some
impressive numbers in the win column. However, the Hawks have

essentially stayed the same over the
past year, and last year that wasn't
quite good enough to get out of the
division. This on top of the fact that
Waterloo and Western have gotten
better.
So, if the Hawks want to be
playing into March this year it will
take a consistent effort from everyone in order to reach that elusive
plateau.

unRrun.

PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
the
time
By
you take the time to
read this, the Hawkey Hawks will
lx.' taking to the ice to tackle their
nemesis from last year, the Western
Mustangs.
The opening faceoff
will lx.' the owning to the 1994-95
ice campaign for Laurier.

HIKE DONIA
Cord Sports
The Men's Varsity Cross Country
team saw Its first race action of the
year two weeks back at the annual
University of Waterloo Invitational.
This large meet was a showcase
of some of the lx;st runners in the
province, attracting just about every
University in the OUAA as well as
numerous colleges and track clubs.
Over 220 racers showed up to race
either die 8 km men's course or the
4 km women's course.
Tile weather was perfect and the
hilly course was lined with hundreds of spectators who saw
University of Toronto's Jeff Lockyer
win the men's course in a time of 26
minutes flat.
Leading the way for the Golden
Hawks were the team's three expe-

rienced veterans Jeff Shortt, Mike
Donia and Jeff Seaby. Shortt took

the team's number one spot for the
first time ever, completing the
course in a time of 29 minutes and
35 seconds. The veterans were
backed up by rookies Steve
Dalrymple. Harrison Keenan and Ed
Vonk, who were all competing in
their first university cross country
meet.

"It's tough for the guys competing in their first race at the university

like high
school where each nice might have
only a few really talented runners; at
these meets you've got a collection
of past OFSAA winners and finalists
to compete against."
This season will be tough for
Laurier with the loss of the team
leaders of the past four years, Jeff
Beech and Randy Zabukovec, who
have made the Canadian team
heading to the World Triathlon
Championships in New Zealand.

level," said Seaby "It's

not

OUAA Hockey
A division

Perry Pappas all back from last year.
"We lost one of the league's best
three players in Rucchin, we hope
somebody steps up," is how coach
Barry Martinelli assessed his team's

by division
pre-season preview

PETE ROBINSON
Cord

Sports

Far East Division: The division is as
talented as it is unpredictable.
Usually all four teams are in contention for the playoffs right clown
to the wire, and this year seems to
be no different. Ottawa played
Laurier in exhibition and looked
competitive in dropping a fairly
close decsion. UQTR always fields a
strong team that has a tendancy to
choke in the playoffs. McGill is
well-coached and engineered a late
drive last year that landed them in
the playoffs. Concordia fell victim to
McGill's late drive last year but is
stacked with talented young players, they could be ready to step up
to the next level.
Mid East Division: Guelph appears
to be head and shoulders above
everyone else. They are coining off
a season where they made a late
run that took them all the way to
the national final, lx'fore losing to
I.elhbridge. The Gryphs return virtually all their scoring punch with

Todd Wetzel, Brad Haelzle and Dan
Haylow. In net, George Dourian
returns as does D-men Paul
O'Hagan. The Aggies are a cinch to
win their division. U of T has still
not recovered from the losses
incurred from their National finalist
team of two seasons ago. However,
in such a weak division, they will
make the playoffs. Queen's is led
by strong defenceman Dan Brown
and a good goalie in Martin
Cecchetto. Queen's finished second
in their division last year, but that
might have lx>en more reflective of
the weak schedule/division. RMC:
forget it, not that many soldiers
want to Ix? hockey players and viceversa.
Mid West:

Brock is the defending
champion of the division but lost to
an up and coming York team in last
year's playoffs. The Badgers have
to lx? concerned with their overall
depth in a division that looks to lx
stronger this year. York is extremely
well-coached, and is starting to
come into its own. However, the

team will have to contend with the
loss of Jim Dean and all-star D-man
Rob Radobenko. Sniper Ben Davis
is back, as is goalie Joe Dimeline,
the man largely responsible for
York's big playoff run last year.
Laurentian is a team that always
seems to have decent talent, but
have trouble keeping the players
around for long. Ryerson has
snipers Ryan Caruso and lan
Richardson, as well as steady
defencman Gabe Batestone.
However, the Rams have a big hill
to climb and it's hard to believe that
they are going to get high enough
up that hill to make the playoffs.
Far West: This is the toughest division on paper, and will likely produce the OUAA's best team.
Western has to contend with the
loss of All-Canadian Steve Rucchin,
but has had the best recanting year
of any team in the league. They
will have former OHLers Joel Cook
and Owen Lessard to help offset the
loss of Rucchin. In addition, they
have Aaron Nagy, Dave Matsos and

situation, adding that he thinks he
has the players that could offset that
loss. In net they have standout Sean
Bassillio, but he will be pushed
hard by rookie C.J. Denimy. The list
goes on for the Mustangs; this is
definitely a team that has the horses
to win it all.
Laurier (see earlier preview) will
be able to put the puck in the net,
led by John Spoltore. They have
capable, if unspectacular D-men.
The question mark is in net. The
two rookie netminders have exactly
0 games experience between them.
If one of them doesn't step up ,it
could serve as the downfall to a
very talented team.
Waterloo is a much improved
team in the fact that they have basi-
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Being a student
is a dirty job.
Students and faculty

Get 20X off
Your dry cleaning at
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AquaHawks

Both the men's unci women's swim teams travelled
to Laurentian for a iwo day dual meet last weekend.
On Friday night, the women battled last year's 4th
ranked OWIAA team to a very close match, won 8575 by Laurentian.
On the other hand, the men had a difficult time
with the team from Laurentian. despite some tmpressive early season performances from their rcx)kies.
On Saturday, Laurier's women's team started with
a win in the 4 xIOO medley relay. This set the tone
for the day as the Golden Hawks were able to tie

cally the same lineup that has
matured a year and could be ready
to seriously challenge Laurier and
Western. Forward Jason Mervyn
will score alot, and his capable supporting cast is led by Geoff Rawson
and Mark Vaughn. The Warriors
have steady defencemen, and
although they let the team down a
little last year in key games, they
should be solid. They are led by
John Wynne and Goeff Schneider.
Windsor is a competitive team, that
would probably would be a playoff
team in any other division but lacks
the depth to seriously challenge the
top three. However, if their goalie,
Steve Thorpe, can shine like he has
shown he can, then the Lancers
could surprise a few people.
Overall, the division can be best
summed up by Laurier's coach
Wayne Gowing's comment that "in
our division, you simply cannot
afford to take a night off."

CLEANERS
Ave.

885-5180

E.

OLYMPIA REHAB CLINIC
Physiotherapy Assessment and Treatment
of
SPORTS INJURIES
NECK/BACK PAIN TENDON
MUSCLE, JOINT PAIN
•

the Voyageurs 83-83.
Outstanding performances came from rookie
Carolyn Gilbert, with three qualifying times for the
CfAU championships in March. Her 1:06.85 100 m
butterfly time. 2:43.31 200 m breast stroke time, and
1:17.01 100 m breast stroke time have .served notice
that she will be a strong force in the CIAU this sea-

•

•

725-4424
175 Columbia St., Waterloo
Open 8:00 a.m. 7:00p.m. Mon-Fri
Covered by University and Work Insurance Plans
-

son.
Teammate Sue

Miller (1993/94 OWIAA
Champion) also set a CIAU standard in the 100 m
backstroke.
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Hoopsters drop opener
JENN FRANSSER
Sports

Cord
Fans might have walked into the
Hawk stands expecting some nervous play from the inexperienced
Varsity Women's Basketball Team
this Wednesday evening, when the
Golden Hawks tested their wings in
their home court debut match-up
against the MacMaster Marauders.
Earlier in the week, the Hawks'
already limited veteran contingent
was reduced to just two (Kate
McClenaghan, Dawn Trussel) after
Amy Wahl left the squad. An admit-

tedly shaky, though certainly not
dull, first half saw the stage set for
the nearly all-rookie team to rally in
an exciting comeback attempt.
Scoring in the first didn't open
until three minutes gone when Mac

broke through on a back door cut
and drew the foul, converting lx)th
throws. WLU answered immediately, breaking the Mac press with a
long lob pass to Audrey
Kaersenhout; a risky strategy which
produced several payoffs (and,
granted, a few turnovers) for the
Hawks throughout the match.
In the last four minutes the WLU

fans had the sinking feeling they'd
seen it all before. Mac took advantage of turnovers and tired-lcx>king
defense to make a 7-0 run, taking a
comfortable 14 point advantage into
r<x)m. A disappointing
conclusion to a half that had, after
all, offered some really bright
moments. Best to take a page from
the cagers' lxx)k here though, and
come out knowing there's a part

the dressing

the throw at the 5 minute mark.
Lisa Moore made a key steal and
dished to Collins for a three-point
bucket, bringing the Golden Hawks
to within one basket once again.
Collins stepped up big in the
last 3 minutes, showing a sweet

two in this story.
to

The Marauders came out firing
push their lead in the second half

to 21 points with an 11-4

ain.

Just

seconds later, the Hawks' Brenda
Vrkljan glided in for two off the
glass to initiate a Laurier offensive
which would hold Mac scoreless for
more than six minutes while the
Purple and Gold battled back to
within one point.
At the 10 minute mark, veteran
point guard Kate McClenaghan
came up with a big triple after some
patient Hawk offence, making the
score 57-55, Mac. The Marauders
stretched their lead to three buckets
again after a couple of WLU
turnovers and the score held steady
at 61-55 until Vrkljan drew the foul
against four Mac defenders and split

touch from the 19 foot range for 4
more points. With 36.9 seconds
remaining, Mac's Tomaidas choked
on two free throws and WLU had a
shot to take the game, trailing now
a
single
just
point.
by
Unfortunately, Collins' luck did not

JEREMY RAKOWSKY

Cord Sports
The Laurier Football Team is heading into Skydome and the playoffs
with a full head of steam. We are
fresh off a 46 6 thrashing of the
lowly Windsor Lancers.
Now all of the distractions are
gone. Bill Kubas has all of the
-

STEVE GROENEVELD
Cord Sports
This past Thursday marked the
Ix'ginning of an exciting new TAMIAF. hockey season. After weeks of
intensive negotiations between
owners and the players union, six
eager Till hockey teams were
ready to hit the ice.
Calgary 4 Vancouver 4
Calgary and Vancouver battled to a
hard-fought 4-4 draw to illustrate to
the fans what type of thrilling season to expect. With spectacular
goaltending by Marc Desrouchers,
Vancouver was able to pull ahead
with a short-handed goal by Chris

Martin early in the third period to
give them a 4-3 lead. With Calgary
pressing hard, the Vancouver
defense tcx>k an unneeded penalty.
On the ensuing power play, John
Bujoid resj>onded with the equalizer. The remainder of the game featured end-to-end action with both
goalies answering the call.
Toronto 8 Philadelphia 3
Unlike the first tight game, Toronto
beat Phiily in a 8-3 one-sided affair.
Toronto's offensive juggernaut, lead
by Craig Beaton. David Robinson,
and Scott Mitchell was Ux> much for
the Philadelphia defence to handle.
As the game progressed, Toronto
outhustled,
outskated,
and

pushovers.

A viewfrom the lines

Look kids, it's real hockey!
ANTHONY PASTO AND

hold out, and two final Laurier
chances bounced off the rim.
This promising debut saw solid
contribution from a flock of Hawks,
three of whom went home with
double figures: Collins led WLU
scorers with 14 points, and
Kaersenhout and Vrkljan had 10
apiece.
The WLU cagers displayed serious guts in the second half, showing everyone that they won't be

a tired Philadelphia
team, with bad !x>y Ryan Robbings
delivering some crushing body-

outchecked

records, and has shown that he's
llie best QB in CLA.U history, capping his regular season career with
480 yards passing on Saturday. 1
can tell you that it was a real exciting thing to be part of.
When the game was well in
hand, the coaches informed the
team that Bill only needed 107
yards to gel the CIAU passing
record. I don't think there was a
single player that didn't want to do
or give everything they had to
assist Bill in reaching his goal. The
receivers made clutch catches, and

checks.
Ottawa 9

Anaheim 2
Sunday night THL action saw a
powerful Ottawa team trounce
Anaheim, 9-2.
Ottawa forward Dan Morris had
a four goal performance to lead his
team and take an early lead in the
TI fL goal scoring race. Linemates
Matt Smith and jason 1 foimen displayed their skills by each recording
three points.
The swift skating, smooth passing Ottawa team dominated
Anaheim all night.

the offensive line gave Bill superb
protection.

The defense also deserves considerable credit. They only gave up
2 field goals this game and haven't
given up a touchdown in six quarters. The tremendous play of the
defense gave the offense plenty of
time to "take it to the house".
It has been a really eventful regular season. There were a lot of
records broken, there were a lot of
great plays by great players, but
that's over with now. We are headed for T.O. to beat the Plumbers,
again!
This is the reason why all of our
fifth year players came back. This is
the first of four steps to the team's
ultimate goal, The Vanier. We are

confident and poised to make our
run for it. So hang on for the ride,
we're going to need your support
to

help us get there.
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Men's soccer wraps up
IGOR JANICIJEVIC
Cord Sports
The Laurier men's soccer team ended their season on Sunday with a loss
to Western by a score of 2-1. However, the final outcome did not parallel the effort given by the young Laurier team.
The Golden Hawks were down by one goal early in the game.
Nevertheless, the team bounced right back with great ball-handling in
the mid-field by Michael Burton, a second year player. The Hawks kept
pressuring the opposition, which created many opportunities. The
attack from the right side started with Andrew Warrack in the back-field,
whose free kick set up a close range goal by Oliver Bukovic to tie the
game at one apiece.
Meanwhile, the Mustangs' attack was effectively shut down by the
Hawks defense. The team was in trouble when the opposing player was
able to break away on an empty net, when out of nowhere Michael
Baumfeld caught up to him and prevented what would have been a
sure goal. Despite another great breakaway save, this time by r<x)kie
goalie Matt McCall, a few minutes later the Western Mustangs scored to
take the lead. The Golden Hawks were not able to come back and this
close game ended in a loss.
The team obviously missed some of the starters that were unable to
play on Sunday. Steven Antolcic, who is an important quality player
(seven goals on the season) and who was named The Player of the
Week in last week's game, was not present. Joe Balan was red carded in
the previous game, so he was not allowed to play.
In spite of the great team spirit, it was obvious that the young Laurier
team needed some more depth and leadership in mid-field to take some
of the burden off of team captain Chris Chriysanthou. Coach Tony Lea
noted that one of the reasons for the disappointing season was the lack
of communication that is typical for any team in transition. Their playoff
hopes died last week in a heart breaking 1-0 loss against Guelph. A win
would have given the Hawks a chance to enter the post-season play.
Perhaps the highlight of this season would be the whipping of the
University of Waterloo right here in town a few weeks back.
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their best efforts, the Mens' soccer team fell to Western by a score of
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2-1.
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The bubble boys
MARK ELLIOTT
Cord

Sports

As time goes on, tilings change; it is
inevitable. Most of the changes are
for the better, but there are some

that have been for the worse.
In particular, Hawk hockey has

been moved to the Waterloo
Recreation Centre. I miss that cherished old relic, the Bubble.

So last year, I went to see for
myself if there could be hockey
after the Bubble.
To Ix 1 honest, I felt like a man
who was going to cheat on his
wife. I had left the
comfortable, faithful,
and loving wife for the
high-priced, glamorous
girl next door. Once
inside the Wreck complex, I noticed the
huge ice surface, com-

fortable and ample
seats, and convenient
food stands.
As the
progressed,
I
game
found it difficult to get
into. Although I was
near the ice surface,
the ambiance was not
the same as at the
Bubble, where you
really are on the ice.
The place is so cavernous that a large
crowd looked like the
turn-out for a CFL
The Wreck
game.

—

complex seemed to be
sticking out our collective will to cheer.
Bring back the
Bubble, 1 say. The ice
surface was smaller,

GOLDEN

IBBBIBHej

m

LISTEN TO OFMY 102.1 WEEKDAY MORNINGS FOR

but that resulted in
many hard hitting
games which were still

GOLDEN
hawks

able to showcase the
beauty of the game.
Not
enough
good seats? Well
tough, get there 45
minutes early if you
really care.
The spirit in the
Bubble is infectious.
The crowd comes
alive, and explodes
with deafening noise
and jubilation.
Bring back the
revolving clcx)r needed
to keep the pressure

YOUR*INVITATION

up so the Bubble will
not

implode.

Bring back the
20 minute waits for hot

chocolate needed to
treat the frost bitten

IxxJies.
Bring back my
sweet

The Cord
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Dance

Boneyard

BERNADETTE RAFFOUL
Cord entertainment
When one comes from the school of thought which preaches that
melancholic English bands are the closest thing to a saviour that any
of us can worship, a Canadian band could perhaps be seen as the
anti-Christ. Last Tuesday Canadian bands Treble Charger and The
Watchmen adopted the role of anti-Christ, yet left me reveling in

much-appreciated heresy.
Opening band Treble Charger warmed up a rather hesitant
crowd (about five people made their way to the stage during TC's
set) with their dreamy, guitar-oriented sound a la My Bloody
Valentine. Hailing from Sault Ste. Marie, Treble Charger.consists of
Bill (vox, guitar), Greig (vox,guitar), Rosie (bass) and Morris (dnimmer). Despite the fact that Treble Charger resorted to offering the
audience an onslaught of guitar feedback at the end of their set, I
liked them and was perplexed by their purple t-shirts. Is this the
new colour of today's "slacker" generation?
Of course, feature band The Watchmen sent the crowd into a
frenzy, yet justified the praise that they received by putting on an
exceptional show. As many of you already know, The Watchmen
are Joey Serlin (guitar,vox), Ken Tizzard (bass), Sammy Kohn
(claims,vox) and Danny Graeves (vox). In an interview conducted
earlier with Danny and Ken, Kenny revealed that opera singer
Luciano Pavorotti has been his biggest influence. Needless to say,
Danny wore his influence on his sleeve as he lead The Watchmen in
performing a great deal of material off their new CD "In The Trees"
including "34 Dead Street", "Wiser", "Born Afire", "Middle East" and
"Boneyard Tree".
I must admit that The Watchmen's brand of prairie-influenced
rock (they're from Manitoba) is nothing unique in itself. What sets
The Watchmen apart from other Canadian bands is the apparent sincerity that they incorporate in their lyrics, performance, and even
personalities Ken and Danny are so nice.
Although I braced myself for disappointment when I first walked
through the doors of the Turret, I need not have done so. Both
bands put on energetic performances, demonstrated outstanding talent, and most importantly, made sure that everyone had a great
-

time.

Closed!

Fun-king

The Horseshoe serves us when no one else will
KEVIN CLAY AND
SHAWN WINDSOR
Gurus of Grease
Closed. Closed. Sorry...We're Closed. That
was the sight that greeted us as we cruised
down King Street looking for our next restaurant to evaluate ever-so-objectively as usual.
This week, our establishment of choice was
the 1 iarmony Lunch restaurant on King Street.
However, the name should have tipped us off
that they might not lie open for dinner. Silly

be experienced. We discovered "the
Shoe" two years ago in first year after searching for alternatives to the Sunday "brunch"
offered by the Dining Hall. We have been
loyal patrons ever since.
The Horseshoe restaurant is most popular
for its breakfast. It's gocxl, it's cheap, and its
served all day. We however, chose to have
the Fish 11' Chips and the Reuben sandwich.
Both were served with fries and a side ol
must

slaw. The fish was good and the sandwich
was tasty enough to make Reuben proud.
Both meals were in the $5.50-$6.00 range.
The Shoe also offers a number of seafood
dishes, salads, pasta, steak, and of course the
all-day breakfast. Of particular interest was
the Horses hex. 1 burger, which we did not try
as we are wary of any sandwich with the
word "horse" in it.
If you are planning an outing to the Shoe,

H
a
n
g
Whereto

us.

No problem. The Gurus always have a
backup plan...the fun King Chinese restau-

October 26
The Jesus and Mary Chain with
Mazzy Star and Velvet Crush at the
RPM Warehouse

•

here are a couple of tips. First, if you go for
breakfast on a weekend, be prepared to wait
in line. Second, don't be surprised if the service is relatively slow during busy times. The
waitresses are great but seem to be over-

worked.
In general, the Horseshoe Restaurant
(licensed under LLBO) is a typical middle-ofthe-road diner, but it has something most others lack: character.

October 28
•The Rheostatics are at the
Humanities Theatre
Blues Synergy are at Wilfs
Michael Thompson: Passion Over
Reason opens at the K-W Art
Gallery
Islands at the KWLT studio
•

•

October 27
Bishop and Masse are at Wilfs
The K-W Symphony presents
From the Vienna Woods to the
Great White Way a KWS Pops
Series Concert at Centre in the
Square through the 29th
Theatre on the Edge live improv
comedy at the KWLT studio
UW Film Society presents Chinese
Films: Ballad of the Yellow River
at UW East Campus Hal! r(X)in
1219
•

•

arrival, the "fun-king" place wa.s
closed and they even changed the "fun-king"
name. No problem. What wa.s that? How
about the Texas BBQ restaurant in Waterlcx)
Town Square, you say? Well, it was "fun-king"
closed on Sunday night tcx>. So, after becoming very angry and totally desperate to give
our money away, we headed to the old reliable standby...The Shoe.
For those of you who are new to Waterloo
or have not seriously delved into the local
culture, the I lorseshoe Restaurant (lexated at
17 Krb St., at Regina) is a kxral landmark that
rani. But on

r

•
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October 30
Billy Connoly at Centre in the
Square

•

•

October 29
Coney Hatch and Just Alice at
Lulu's
Lucky 7 are at the Volcano
Comedy night at Wilfs
Hallowe'en events at the Turret
cause&effect are at Lee's Palace
Tori Amos is at Massey Hall
Islands at the KWLT studio

•

October 31
•

Lightning Seeds are at Lee's Palace

November I
•Tori Amos is at Centre in the
Square
The Wedding Present is at Lee's
Palace
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

November 2
The WLU Musicians'
•

Network

presents Laurier Live featuring
Phineas Gage, Ma's Home Remedy
and Fingerprint at the Turret.
.

Dynamic

Duo
byT

MelaniS any

anVdetur

Dear Dynamic Duo,
What does it mean when a girl fon-

dles your luxurious, Elvis-like sidebums?
Signed,
Burnin' For Love
Dear Burnin' For Love,
Due to the number of hairless men
at Laiiher, this girl (are you perusing the high schools?) is most probably suffering from a withdrawal of
hair. We ask ourselves what she is
rubbing your sideburns with a kiss
is still a kiss, and a thigh is still a
thigh. Don I lx j afraid, just sit hack,
relax and let her nib away. A cause
for alarm would be if you were rubbing her sideburns. Elvis, you are a

more anomalistic appetites. But hey,
we subscribe to just saying no but
not necessarily to that peanut butter.
-

Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My boyfriend always wants sex. He

thinks not of intercourse, but lives
from orgasm to orgasm. It's like it is
a required part of his life. Help.
Signed,
No More

-

hound dog.
Dynamic Duo

I

J

I\

J J
I
I|J I

I

|
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J

5:30. PlOl7.

J

Q

#

•

A

J

Signed,
High Plains Drifter

Laurier Christian Fellowship. How
can there be a God in a world of
suffering. In Turret
at

•

cucumbers up the anus feel
amazing. Toe jams gets taste appeal
it's like chicken
when under the
influence. It's not to say that pea>uit
butter in various bodily orifices
tastes gross normally, only that with
the aid of Junky dnigs tee resort to

frozen

-

40

Friday October 28
Croatia Club is launching a toy 8c
clothing drive for Croatia &
Bosnia-llercegovina in the
Concourse.
Science Fiction/Fantasy Club is
•

1

•

Be Afraid...le Very Afraid
I:
X

5:30.

•Amnesty International General

Thursday October 27
Progressive Conservative Club
(with WLIJSIJ Speaker Series)
presents Jean Charest in the Paul
Martin Centre at 2:30 pm.

uninhibited. Suddenly, things like

:

up having sex in the mush, smearing it all over each other. It was
awesome. Oh yeah, the problem-I
can't get rid of the smell, and every
time I go to the bathroom, a pumpkin-like discharge appears. What do
I do?

suggest?

Signed,
Squashed
Dear Squashed,
Okay, we didn't warn you, but it's
general knowledge that if you play
with pumpkins you'll get burned.

guess your boyfriend's getting
accustomed to pumpkin pie. It tastes
better heated up or even a lei mode.
Dynamic Duo
But,

-

.

:y

>

Signed,
Sex in my kitchen
Dear Sex in my kitchen,
First off, Bravo! Now, what did the
world create scented candles, pot
pourri, and burning oil for, if not to
kill the smells of sweet loving. Give
Lysol a try. Clean-yes, Sperm-no.
Dynamic Duo

Questions for the Dynamic Duo

can
be dropped off at the Centre Spot
through the we,' Have no shame!
You. deepest burning questions will
be satisfied! Come on, we know you
want it! Write in! Write in NOW!

Really! Really!
Dear Dyno Team,

having a I lallowe'en Party.
Saturday October 29
Italian Club is having a
Hallowe'en dance with the U of
T Italian Club
Laurier Pagan and Psychic
Fellowship is meeting in the
Concourse at mx>n to go to BlueLeaf Books.
�
Laurier Pagan and Psychic
Fellowship is having a pre-Turret
Priming Parly at 6 pm.

Bricker TV Room at 9 pm. Light
refreshments will be served.
Laurier Pagan and Psychic
Fellowship is meeting in the
Concourse at 7 pm for a night of
Spirits, Ghosts, and Goblins

•

•

Meeting, Niobe Lounge, 5:30

Dear High Plains Drifter,
When one takes many nonpharmaceutical drugs, one becomes

|

■#

112

ter sex?

,.

Wednesday October 26
French & Spanish Club is having
a movie night.
•Cycling Club has rides every
Wednesday. This week it's a distance ride.
Debating Club General Meeting,
•

Dear Dynamic Duo,
Why is it when I'm high I have bet-

-

Dear Dynamic Duo,
The other night my boyfriend and I

Help me! My mother is coming to
visit and I can't get rid of the smell
of sex in my kitchen. What do you

•

I

I

Dear No More,
Where have you loeen? Orgasms are
a need for human existence. They
are on thefist level ofMaslow's hierarchy of needs. Alongside offood,
clothing, shelter is found the word
"orgasm". Haven't you learned anything in school'?
Dynamic Duo

were carving out our pumpkin. We
put all the insides on the floor. One
thing led to another and we ended

Sunday October 30
Chinese Students Association is
having a Pool Tournament at the
Corner Pocket.
Biology Club is having a
Hallowe'en Party in Wilfs today
at 7 pm ('til 1 am).
Cycling Club holds club rides
every Sunday.

Wednesday November 2
Sociology Club is having a bake
sale in die concourse today.
Economics Club is having a
Career Info Session.
Musician's Network: Laurier Live
Concert! 3 Great Bands in the
•

•

•

Tuneti

•

•

•

•

•

Anthropology Club's Funky Film
Fest, 7 pm.
Cycling Club has rides every
Wednesday.
Laurier Christian Fellowship,
Wednesday Night Live at 5:30 in
Turret.

•

•

Monday October 31
SPESH (Special Needs) is having
a Hallowe'en Movie night in

•

•

Debating Club General Meeting,
5:30, PlOl7.
Amnesty International General
Meeting, Niobe Lounge, 5:30.
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Devil's Night

Hallowe'en Party
Sunday Oct. 30th
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An Oasis in British Pop
Corsages & Boutonnieres
Graduation Gifts
Balloons
Flower Bouquets for your Hosts

'Pm£*io

wCVi|^

DAVE SCOTT
Cord Entertainment
Much has lx:en written lately in the
hallowed British music press (only
second to K-W) about the recent
crop of stylish alternative bands.
Groups like Blur,

and

Suede,

an

i

Radiohead dubbed
the "new wave of
new wave" by the
NME. And then
there's Oasis. The

ri if

"In Waterloo there are only two ways lo have fun after the lights go out"

PLAYING THIS COMING WEEK...

"RIVETING!"^^™^
a taut shocker"

of t»w D.mt

.uw*cn«s»i»*»

jjl

9.1 Opm »M« NAKED LUNCH
7:oopm «M* CIAO, PROFESSORE!
RESERVOIR POOS
9:oopm

«K» RESERVOIR DOGS
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SUTURE
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SPECIAL LATE

a

thriller where nothing
15 BLACX
WHITE '

S«art» Srtwday Odotxr 29**00. AA

7
.An oblique yet mordant satire of a
corrupt lackadaisical educational syslem.'
"

pwM ',7,'|pliBMWM||

7:oopm *M*CIAO
9:ospm *AA*

&

*Lina Weftmuller delights with

spicy mix
of social critique and passion!

,
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7:oopm •fOTHE MASK
9:lopm
PRISGLLA, Q«mm
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Qpww Tlnrsfry Octobr 27 it Jfm. AA
6 Princess St. W

Film Guides available at
Wilf's & The Centre Spot
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U.K. hit "Live Forever". Both songs
offer swirling guitar chords and

thought-provoking lyrics about the
pleasures and pain of human existence, all delivered with Liarn's
Manchester drawl and hags of attitude. Both the
brothers Gallagher
talk frankly about
their music (and
everyone else's)
providing some of
the most sweeping
and antagonistic
quotes
since

of the new,

newest

«

7:oopm «M* PRISCIUA, Ou«mi

debut album, "Definitely Maybe",
with each track being possible single
material. With their sophisticated
indie-pop sound mixed with heavy
influences from Sgt. Pepper euphoria to Sex Pistols frustration, Oasis

and possibly destined to be the best.
In less than a year
they have risen
from obscurity to
centre stage on the
British music scene.
With a mixture of
brilliant songs and

Morrissey With
such gems as,
"Blur and Suede
simply write crap
songs," and "we're

hotel trashing pop
star publicity, these
talented
young
have
hooligans
shaken up the
industry by prcxJucing seriously good
sounds and making
sure
they told

probably the best
band
in
the
world," Liam has a
definite way with
words.
When
asked about his
early
singing
career he confessed,
"I've
always sung me
cock off."
There is, of
the
that
Oasis will fall
danger
course,
as
have
risen, but
as quickly
they
with enough material for the second
and most of the third albums already
written, the band hope to plateau
into longevity at the top. If they continue to produce material of as good
a quality as "Definitely Maybe",
there's no reason to think they won't
succeed.

SCOT

DAVE

PICTURE:

everyone who would listen just how
gcx)d they were.
Oasis recently played their first
gig in Toronto, and from the
moment they strolled confidently on
stage and opened up with a track
aptly named "Rcxk Star", it was obvious that all the hype was hacked by
talent. The set lasted an hour and
ran through songs from the band's

have found an engaging balance of
melody and emotion. Lead guitarist
and songwriter Noel Gallagher is
definitely the boss with creative
input, and his brother Liam's singing
and alarmingly cocky manner gives
the band confident charisma that

reeks of success. The set included
the band's first North American single, "Supersonic", and their current

Waterloo 885-2950

ash

**

I
H

the only "alternative"

I

doors open 9:oopm 2:00 am Wednesday to Sunday, 667 king street west kitchener 571 -9032
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Brain-treat at the Volcano
AARON HUNTER
Cord Entertainment
I low many times have you heard or read the
phrase 'power pop' in the last year? One million? Ten million? It's an escape hatch for
people (learned author included) who are
finding it harder and harder to split hairs and
divide one kind of loud hooky music from
another. Anyway, chalk last Wednesday night
at the Volcano up to power pop, and everything that comes with it. Good and Bad.
Guitars and Drums. The Earthmen, The

Mighty Fishermen and Bender.
One thing that obviously didn't come
with il was a crowd. That's a shame, because
the twenty of us that were there experienced
something which, if not revolutionary, was
certainly interesting.
The Earthmen: It's strange, but I walked
out of the club that night without any strong
recollections of the opening band. I blame
this amnesia only on the band themselves,
who confused me greatly. When you contrast
relatively good music with a singer that looks

and acts like some sort of black leather Mick
Jagger/Glass Tiger genetic splice, you're playing with fire. You just might get burned. OK,
enough of that.
The Mighty Fishermen came next, giving
the strong impression that they were right off
the house-party circuit; this might sound like
a criticism, but it's not. The happy energy and
spontaneity of the band was refreshing.
Slickness hadn't made them its slave just yet,
and they proved it with a display of pyrotechnics you might recognize from your own sessions with the air-guitar: jumping around, tortured facial expressions, etc. Song subject
matter seemed to revolve around clothes and
hair and liking girls, the typical stuff of the
young and stressed, but the band knew that
just as well as the audience. Riffy, sarcastic
and creaking with life.
Headliners Bender played a remarkably
professional set, bearing in mind the misery
and misfortune that has characterized their
activities of late. A cancelled tour, the loss of
agency representation and the tedious wait

For your Aural Stimulation...

Blues", the Sonic Youth track is a perfect example. The song has a nice
beginning, but the voices are so heavily distorted and whiny that it's actually
hard to listen to it. that dog did a
much better job on the total distortion
sound with "giunge couple". The l>est
track on the album is undoubtedly the
Counting Crows contribution. In the
liner notes, Adam Duritz admits that
the only reason the- song didn't appear
on "August and Everything After" in
that it's ''not mopey enough."
Beck
does a Dyianesque song called

Various Artists
DGC Rarities Volume I
Geffen
"DGC Rarities" is a collection of previously unreleased snags from Geffen s
powerliou.se of alternative artists, it's
pretty obvious why some of these are
outtakes they suck. "Compilation
-

for the release of "Funnycar" have all taken
their toll on 'Canada's hardest-working
Twenty-Something Band.' On top of all this,
the audience was tiny in comparison with
Bender's last two shows in Waterloo, opening
for the Ramones and then Pure.
Professionalism and good musicianship, however, have been two good investments for
this long-shot stand-out from 1993's CFNY
New Music Search.
Their performance, as proven at the
Volcano, gets tighter and

HALLOWE 'EN

more grown-up every
time. Shawn Berger's
vocals get stronger, bassist
Kevin James' fills get fuller,
and drummer Andrew
McNenly's style just gets

HARD
CORD

more and more likeable.

They wisecrack, roll
their eyes, and drop into
low, comical ixx'k stances.
They're ultra-modern,
they're talented, and they

"Bogusflow", with such ridiculous lyrics
he can't even sing the whole thing
without laughing.
If anything, DGC offers the listener
a chance to hear their favourite hands
making a departure from their standard
sound. A lot of the songs are fairly
experimental, or leftovers from the
days when they had no money to sink
into studio time. In general, the album
is pretty gningy, but the artists are relatively diverse, from Nirvana and Hole to
the Sundays. A true fan of any of the
featured bands should jump at the
chance to hear this album. It's also a
great sampler for someone who wants
to get a taste of some of the newer,
alternative acts out there.
Heather Mundell

This week Hard Cord lists the ten most
scaty things we could think of.
SHAWN CALLAN
1. The Shining
Capable of actually stopping your heart.
2. The Simpsons Hallowe'en Marathon (Oct 30, 7-9 p.m.)
Be careful Marge, a boogie man, or boogie men, may be in
the area!
3. Jaques Parizeau naked

The sad downside to damn good pontine.
4. To Love A Vampyre (page 22, NSK)
The mad poet strikes again.

5. The

next

federal budget

Count....One ah ah ah ah One less education budget
6. Quentin Tarantino on a sugar rush
Hide your loved ones and silverware.
7. Tom Cruise as hip vampire Lestat

Yikes!
8. Roseanne Arnold in pastel, floral stretchpants

Ahhhhhhh!
9. A winter without hockey
No.
10. X-Files special on October 31 at 9 p.m.
Fear everything.
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FREE SLICE

birdcage
Don't line your
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large

pepperoni,
|MUSHROOM,BACON
with purchase of a
PIZZA
slice and a pop
0m y 55.99
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with anything else.
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deserve success with all of its accompanying
free beer and gas money.
At the end of the night, the recorded music
played between sets had defeated the live
bands on the audience enthusiasm-meter.
Power-pop may be loud and catchy and a
real brain-treat, but no one said it was pretty.
Bands have to distinguish themselves, and I
think last Wednesday at the Volcano showcased some true potential to do that very
thing.

.

(Mondays and Tuesdays.
pick-u
P oni y .)
expires Nov. 12, 1994

J

J
i

(Mondays and Tuesdays.
Pick-u P oni y .)
expires Nov. 12, 1994
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NEU STUDENTEN KUNST

HALL OWEEN SHORT SHORT GOTHIC STORY CONTEST WINNER
To Love a Vampyre

I

Her power called to me as walked across the moonless forest glade. The ancient energies emanating from her being caused my soul to shudder in anticcould feel her watching me from the shadows. It was the cool, unnerving stare of a huntress stalking her prey.
ipation of what was to come.
"I have been waiting," she whispered, and slowly stepped toward me. A long black cloak obscured her slender frame, as if to make her part of the silent
darkness that surrounded us. "It has been so long since I have felt a presence as strong as yours."
Perhaps should have run away then, but something prevented me. Some force within her soul cried out to me, begging for release. I could feel that it
would destroy her should refuse—the creature within, slowly eating away at her sanity until only the monster remained. So ignored my fear and approached, my
heart pounding within its prison.
A cold hand brushed against my cheek, and jumped involuntarily. She stood like stone before me, but a glint in her eyes belied her amusement at my
obvious discomfort. met her gaze, then found it difficult to look away. There was a fierce beauty in that hypnotic stare. It told a story of ceaseless wanderings,
of constant hunger...
Her lips brushed my neck. My heart stopped. screamed at the sudden pain as her teeth penetrated the tender skin. At that moment our souls became
One. All her thoughts, memories, dreams became mine, and mine, hers.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Blood.
It felt so exquisite,
His life-force flowing,
Across hungry lips.
I longed to taste his fear.
Once the vamyress has fed,
There is no escaping,
Her power.
Night has become day.
Lurking in dark shadows,
I called, and he came to me.
So that we may become One.
Forever.

I

She slowly pulled away, closed her eyes and licked the last few droplets of blood from her lips. felt weak, and
slumped to the soft ground.
"Thank you, lover," she breathed, "You are mine, now, whenever I have need. I shall call to you, should I be
forced to feed again."
I lay there for a while, looking up at the stars through a web of branches...

Political Palaeontology

Forever yours,
Tim Miller

NSK INFO
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Dry Cleaning
Specials!!!
Skirts/Pants: $4.20
Suits/Dresses: $8.49
I

II

i

Let us clean you up!!!

10% off all dry cleaning

1

Congrats to our Short
Short Gothic Story
winner, the always
raving mad poet Tim
Miller. Timothy walks
away from the Cord
offices with one of
my copies of Bloom
County:Night of the
Mary Kay Commandos. There was a
grand total of one
and a half entries.
Honourable mention
to Larry Hammond
whose ghastly tale
will hit these pages
shortly. There's a
backlog of NSK files
clue to spacial limits
so your submissions

I took the bus downtown today,
And ended up sitting next to a fossil.
He turned and started to talk.
I don't know how we got onto politics.
He must have manipulated the conversation.
Like people with an opinion can.
His ideas were old and decaying,
They'd been sitting on the shelf for years.
I sat and listened,
Realizing these ideas surrounded me.
I breathed in the fumes of society,
And choked on the taste they left.
Living fossils were running the world.
The dinosaurs were not extinct.
by Daniel Patterson

will be printed when permitted. Remember: Nothing is true. Everything
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permitted.
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The Travel Company of the Canadian Federation of
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ATTENTION
CURRENT AND

Paid $700, 2 months old, asking $350 080, Dee 744-1441
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October 27 at

Distributorships available.
Enterprising students call: (705)

SWM student seeking white
female who's as sick of the bar

Presented by
J»e Sinesac,
editor of the
K-W Record.

Almadia Egyptian Cuisine
Waiter/Waitress Wanted. Just
apply within, 150 University
Ave., West. 888-9697

vative and a bit
Enjoy sporting events, rock
music, eating out. Must be
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REHABILITATION WORKER: Help proles-
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Ix'droom in 4 bedrcxjm apait,
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ment. rI'u kitchen, 2 washrooms, and laundry facilities.
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Call Brad
a (905) 765-6778
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Join

Children's
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sionals implement therapy.
Must have car. About 10-20
hours/ week $20/hr
Community Neurorehab, PO
Wttstmolmt Postill
Outlet, Waterloo, Ont., N2L 617

International

Summer Villages (CISV)
require volunteers for adult
p° siiions in Eur
North and South America. If
you en' oy workin S Wlth chl1
dren ' tx,ssess «(xxj «>mmuni"

cation and leadership skills
and are 21 V ears ot a « e or
older you could quality tor this
unique experience. If interested call 885-3903 or 742-2851

Birthright 579-3990
Canadian Mental Health
Association
Waterloo

Regional Branch
Friends, a seivice
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One of Nortli America's largest
Financial Servicescompanies is
ra loidl y expanding in this area.
If you desire a dynamic career
with excellent income potenl ' a '- call 579-9050 ext. 47 for

Wanted!!!
Individual s , S t u d en t
Organizations and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING
hrf.AK '95. Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS,
CALL THE NATION'S LEADER,
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Globe and Mail subscriptions
available at 40% off the regu-
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Swedes.
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Down

with She-Ra.
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Tall, blonde, unintelligent
Swede with big (nevermind)
seeks temale belonging to
geeky cart(X)n rip-off organiza-
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SUNDAY dRUNCH
All %u Can Eat
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cm Nov. 1 or 2 for some

Deck Three, S.U.B.
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75 University Avenue West
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5
Tel (519) 884*2990
(51 9) 884 5596
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60's Dance Bar
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Student Publications

7249, between 9:30 and
pick up and delivery avaliable.
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the Liaison Office
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For further information, pick up an
application at the Cord offices
on the third floor of the
Students' Union Building.
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Macintosh Admin experience would be
an asset —but not essential.
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Responsiblities include configuration,
maintenance and user
ni ng for our
Macintosh pre-press publishing system, equipped
,
,
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with Quark, 1 ustrator, Photoshop and Word.
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7am-ll:30am

to work on our Macintosh Network.
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WLIJ DAY IS NEAR:
Vokinteer Tour Guides, Than.x
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needed in schools throughout
Kitchener Waterloo, Cambridge
and area, call 744-7645
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Call Bjorn at 4-Sweden
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Student Publications is looking for a volunteer
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All hail the Swedes!

Parking Space Wanted
Preferrably close to King and
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Includes Hot Buffet, Salad Bar
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Is Sven too much for She-Ra?
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Is
that why she makes
no
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Beware the Swedes. We are
coming!
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OMEGA on your Ist year
Anniversary! October 27,
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self esteem and social skills
A cliikl meets wilh llieir

ChctklllB '
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CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA
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bright, reasonably attractive,
and honest. Reply by letter
(photo appreciated, not
required): Box Little 294, 75
University Ave. W., N2L 3C5
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one relationships
assist ch.id.en in developing
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Do you want help for your
pregnant girlfriend? Birthright
cares about all three of youfree and confidential. Call

J

More info, at the Centre Spot.

1-800-327-6013
NEED EXTRA CASH?
a network of university
students doing part-time work
home. Direct training;

NEWS WRITERS: come to
C' le
orc' News
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INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
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Coupon

(Food only)
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slides down
Red Dog is smooth, tasty
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real easy. Don t be surprised, come party s
end, if there aren't any dogs left in the pack.
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